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EDITORIAL...
WHAT    RIGHTS    DOminority groups in Bri-
tain  have?  Do  they  have,  for
instance,  an  inalienable  right
to secure their own continued
existence?  Do  I,  as  Jew,  have
a  right  to  be  myself,  to  fulfil
my   Jewish   obligations   as   I
understalid them?

Before      you      reply      `of
course',  you  ought  to  know
that  many  people  are  not  so
sure. I recently heard it argued
that schoolchildren should not
be   kept   off  school   on   holy
days   because   `if  every   faith
kept its children off school on
holy  days,   the  poor  teacher
would  never  have  a  complete
class.  When in Rome'  said an
influential educator `you must
do  as  the  Romans.  Sikh  tur-
bans'  he added  `belong in the
east,  not in  Britain!'

A  neighbour recently put it
to me that the `uncritical pro-
Israeli stance'  of Anglo-Jewry
increases   the   likelihood   that
`the rest of us will regard you

as   semi-aliens   whose   hearts
are somewhere else'.  In adver-
tising a course to train Jewish
doctors  to  perform  circumci-
sions     we     discovered     that
Moslems,   who   also   require
their baby boys to be circum-
cised,  find  the  Health  Service

as uncooperative on this min-
ority   requirement   as   many
Jews do.

In his article `Tilrie on Your
Hands'  (p.  8)  Peter  Kennedy,
National  Research  Officer  of
ASTMS, endorses community
centres  providing  they  `cross
the   tracks'.    `In   seeking   the
village'  he  goes  on  `we  must
avoid  the  fortified  hamlet,  a
community  within  the  laager
that has missed the point and
will not survive.' Indeed!  If all
that    implies    is    that    Jews
should  be  open  and  cooper-
ative   and   exchange   insights
with other groups,  who could
disagree?  But  what  if  it  also
meant  to   deny  our  right  to
assert that the prime function
of the Jew is to be a Jew and
that the core task of a Jewish
community  centre  is  to  pro-
mote Jewish life?

Britain  has  a  track  record
second to  none for  absorbing
minority      groups       without
trace.  It does so by offering a
contract of tolerance in return
for  complete  acquiescence  to
assimilation   into   the   British
way of life.

A  famous  pop  song  of the
70s asserted "What we need is
a  great  big  melting  pot.   Big
enough to take the world and

all it's got.  Keep it stirring for
a   hundred   years   or   more.
Turn out coffee coloured peo-
ple by the score."  In a divided
world   the   vision   may   seem
superficially attractive but it is
ultimately  misguided.   Coffee
coloured   uniformity   is   both
drab and unattainable.  Diver-
sity    is    a    strength    and    a
richness  and  need  not  under-
mine  the  cohesion  of  society
at all.  It is also a right.  An in-
alienable right.

Jews must play their part in
society.  We are all,  as human
beings,    responsible   for   one
another.   But  we  also  have  a
responsibility   to   our   Jewish
inheritance - a responsibility
which  should  be  equally  im-
portant to society.

I  am  a  Jew  and  I ..wish  to
stay  that  way.  And ;i. do  my
best   to   encourage   others   to
follow the same example.

Beware     the     subtle     and
seductive   kiss   which   tempts
with   sweet   reason   and   ap-
parent  ]ibera]   sentiments   -
but  actually  seeks  to  under-
mine   the    primary    and   in-
alienable  right  of  a  minority
to remain true to itself..

A.M.B.

Dow Marmur accuses:-`TO REMAIN JEWS WE EVADE
JUDAISM,

PRAYER     IS     DIFFICULT,very   difficult.    Possibly   our
Medieval    forbears    found   it

easier;  they  had  a  greater  capacity
- perhaps due to lack of alternative
leisure   occupations.    We   have   to
struggle,   talk   about   prayer,   write
about    prayer    rather    than    pray.
There   are   many   explanations   for
our difficulty:  modernity in general

and the inability to believe in God in
particular;   the   irrelevance   of   the
words and the inhospitability of the
synagogue,   and  so   on.   Often  our
reasons  cannot  be  little  more  than
rationalizations.  But  what  is  incon-
trovertible  is  that  we  find  it  very
hard to pray.

Yet,  we  want  to  be  Jews.  Piety
may  not be  in  fashion,  but  identity

is. In the earlier part of this century,
when   American   Jewry   had   more
direct links  with Eastern  Europe,  it
was   possible  to   find  such  identity
outside religious communities.  That
is  why  benevolent  societies,   `lands-
manschaften',   political   groupings,
cultural    associations,    Yiddishists,
Bundists,  Zionists,  all  flourished  in
their  secular  temples.  They  flourish
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no more.  If you today want to iden-
tify    yourself    as    a    Jew    in    the
Diaspora,  you  are  almost  forced  to
join   a   congregation,   belong   to   a`religious'  temple.

Congregations      of     Jews      are,
nominally at least,  religious associa-
tions.  They  exist  around  synagogue
buildings   and   synagogue   services.
The theoretical orientation of the in-
stitutions that provide Jewish identi-
ty today are primarily religious.  But
the   orientation   of  tliose   who  join
them  is  primarily  ethnic.   Many  of
the   members   who   join   us   are   at
pains  to  point  out  that they are not
religious   and   that   the   reason   for
their  joining  has  to  do  with  educa-
tion,  or `standing up to be counted',
or   family   tradition   or   something
similar.      Yes,      they      want      the
synagogue to be religious and would
be startled, for example, if it discon-
tinued  Sabbath  services  or  engaged
a  rabbi  as  agnostic  or  as  atheist  as
they     say     they     are,     but     they
strenuously  resent  every  serious  at-
tempt    to    expose    them    to    the
religious  outlook  to  which  they  ap-
pear to  subscribe.

Very  often  they   understand   the
Reform    insistence    on    individual
choice  to  mean  a  legitimization  of
their  inclination  to  choose  nothing.
Whereas   the   founding   fathers   of
Reform    understood    choice    as   a
choice between this  or that  form  of
religious    belief    and    observance,
most    of    today's     Reform     Jews
understand  free  choice  as  a  choice
between 5'ome observance,  sporadic
and inconsistent, and no observance
at  all.  Since they joined  to  be  iden-
tified,  not to practise,  they see their
non-practice as an authentic expres-
sion of Reform Judaism. They iden-
tify  by  paying  dues,  not  by  being
praying  Jews.  The  Synagogue  col-
ludes.  Virtually  the  only  reason  for
being  excluded  from membership is
non-payment  of  subscriptions;   the
only commitment expected is finan-
cial.

This   kind   of  scenario   does  not
allow   worship   services   to   become
relevant   and   engaging.    Had   our
worship been of that kind,  many of
our  members  would  be  challenged
and  they don't want to be challeng-
ed.   One  of  the  perplexing  features
of Reform Judaism anywhere in the
world is that by our own standards,
we    often    find    our    services    un-
satisfactory,  yet  most  efforts  to  im-
prove  them  by  making  them  more
warm,  lively,  and  participatory  are

being   resisted.   For   one   reason   or
another,  many of us  are anxious  to
evade the  question  of prayer.  Even
all  the  new  liturgies  did  not  change
our  attitude  to  worship.   A  service
from   the  book,   however  magnifi-
cent,   is   still   not   a   service   of   the
heart,  however  halting.

Most  of  our  members  appear  to
prefer services they can watch on the
few occasions they turn up, to those
in     which     they    can     participate.
Paradoxically,  they  may  prefer  the
services  they  don't  like  to  the  ser-
vices   they   might   like.   It   is   more
comfortable   to   find   evidence   for
non-attendance  than  arguments  in
favour   of   participation.    And   to
make sure that services remain both
spectacular   and   peripheral,   many
complain  in  private,  but  in  public
they  express   only  admiration  thus
endorsing the s/a/ws g#o.  One of the
most  fascinating  phenomena  that  I
have observed over the years is how
those  who  attend  services  least  are
most enthusiastic about them.  Rab-
bis  and  cantors  who  read  such  en-
thusiasm   as   support   often   delude
themselves, for we who conduct ser-
vices are often admired for enabling
our  members  to  stay  away  without
too bad a conscience, not for involv-
ing them.  Cantors  and rabbis  often
have   their   most   ardent   admirers
among  the   most  peripheral  mem-
bers.

The  synagogue  leadership  for  all
its  criticism  of  `the  staff'  tends  to
collude  with  this  form  of  `double-
think'.   To   start  with,   the  leaders
may  not  be different in  their orien-
tation from the rest of the member-
ship;  they,  too,  want  Judaism,  but
not  necessarily  faith.  Secondly,  the
leaders are sensitive to the wishes of
subscribers    and    don't    want    to
alienate them.  The `customers'  who
provide   the   finances   have   to   be
made  comfortable.  To  enable them
to  remain  Jews,  we  must  make  it
possible for them to evade Judaism.

Evasion as a psychological pheno-
menon has been well documented by
Erich  Fromm.  His  book,   7lfee Fec7r
o/ Frcec7om,   has  a  chapter  called
`Mechanisms of Escape'  in which he

lists  three  ways  of escape  from  the
things   we   find   difficult   to   face.
Fromm    speaks    of   freedom;    my
theme  is  prayer  and  God,  but  the
process    is    the    same.    The    three
escape routes,  according to Fromm,
are:       authoritarianism,       destruc-
tiveness and automaton conformity.

Fromm  writes that  authoritarian-

ism  manifests  itself in  the  desire  to
`seek for new,  secondary bonds as a

substitute   for   the   primary   bonds
which  have  been  lost.'  If you  want
to   be   a   Jew,   but   have   lost   the
primary bond of Judaism,  i.e. God,
you look for a secondary bond.  Or-
thodoxy   offers   the   most   effective
secondeLry         bond..          Halachah.
Adherence  to  Jewish  law  can  free
you   from  the  need  to  talk  about
God,  or to  God.  As long as  you do
what the statute book demands,  i.e.
`God's   will',   you   are   acceptable.

Fromm                suggests                that
authoritarianism    feeds    on    maso-
chism. To make you feel good, laws
have  to  cause  you  hardships.   Or-
thodox    Jews    are    not   necessarily
great believers - the confusion bet-
ween    the    term     `orthodox'     and
`religious'   in   common   parlance   is

both   inaccurate   and   reprehensible
-   but   they   are   great   observers;
many want to  observe  `till  it  hurts'
and blame us Reform Jews for mak-
ing Judaism easy.

Fromm's   second   mechanism   of
escape       is       destructiveness.        If
authoritarianism      is      masochistic,
destructiveness       is       sadistic.       It
manifests  itself,  J.#fcr-fl/J.cr,  in  a  pas-
sion to debunk. To scoff at believers
and at belief has become something
of  a  fad  in  many  circles;  often  the
attack  is  dressed  up  in  respectable
philosophic garb and presented as a
noble expression of sincerity and in-
tegrity. Whereas authoritarianism is
the  escape  route  for  traditionalists,
destructiveness    tends    to    be    the
favoured   path   of  intellectuals,   of
whom   there   is   an   ever   growing
number  in  the  Jewish  community,
not least in Reform congregations.

Most people, however, choose the
third   escape   route,   says   Fromm.
Neither        authoritarianism        nor
destructiveness  is  their  way  of  eva-
sion,  but  conformity.  `For the con-
formists,'   writes   Fromm,   `an   ex-
perience which they had  ...  becomes
real  to  them  only  after  they  have
read   about   it   in   the   newspaper.'
And   the   newspaper   doesn't   write
about   God   or   prayer,   but   about
ethnicity and identity.  So Jewish ex-
perience is reduced to these, and any
institution that offers easy access to
them    is   in   demand.    Synagogues
compete  in  the  `open  market'   for
conformists  and  are  duty  bound  to
live  up  to  the  expectations  of  their
recruits.

It  would  be  tempting  to  identify
authoritarianism   with   Orthodoxy,
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destructiveness with the defection of
Jewish .intellectuals  and  conformity
with   Conservative   Judaism,    thus
proving  that  only  Reform  is  pure
and  authentic.  How  we  wish  to  do
that!  One  of the  main reasons  why
many   of  us   are   Reform   Jews   is
because we believe that Reform has
the  potential  for  ;uch  authenticity
and  purity.  But  as  things  stand  at
present,      Reform      has      become
something  of an  interchange  of  all
three escape routes. We have bits of
authoritarianism ,       destructiveness
and  conformity  all  around  us.  The
authoritarianism expresses itself not
in  Hcz/crch¢fe,  but  in  administrative
clout - we don't worry whether we
eat  kosher  or  not,   as  long  as  we
don't   upset   the   caterer.   Destruc-
tiveness  manifests  itself  in  disdain
for spirituality and `God-talk' . Con-
formity is most in evidence when we
celebrate   Bar   Mitzvahs   and   wed-
dings,  when  we  observe  mourning
rites,  and when we take our place in
the     community.     Anything     that
reflects    identity    -    concern    for
Israel,   fight   against   anti-Semitism
and suchlike - will always be more
popular    than    anything    that    ex-
presses    fidelity    to    the    God    of
Abraham,   Isaac   and   Jacob.   Ser-
mons  on  politics  are more likely to
get  quoted in  our local  papers
than sermons on religion.
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By bearing in mind the existential
condition of contemporary Jewry in
its  search  for identity without  faith
ar#cJ  the  psychological  mechanisms
that     enable    us    to     escape    the
dichotomy,    we   are   beginning   to
develop something of a self-portrait
without  which   we  cannot   address
ourselves  to  the  issue  of  worship.
For   worship   requires   of  us   an   a
prz.orj.    commitment    to    truth;    it
forces  us  not  to  seek  escape  routes
but to face issues.  Once upon a time
Jews may have been forced to  pray
or  at  least  conditioned  to  worship,
but   in  our   age,   the   only  way  in

which we can pray is through an act
of free will. Unless we wc7#f to pray,
we  will  never  pray.  And  before  we
can want,  we must understand how
and  why  we  are  leading  ourselves
astray.   Analysis   precedes   commit-
ment,     commitment     precedes     il-
lumination.

An  act  of will  implies  discipline.
Since   we   reject   authoritarianism,
the    discipline    must    come    from
within ourselves.  Since it is very dif-
ficult     to     muster     enough     self-
discipline   as   individuals,   we   need
each other's help and support. That
is  why  regularity  and  communality
in attending services is so important.

Self-understanding is a prelude to
collective  self-discipline.   Such  self-
discipline    must    begin    with    our
leaders.  Unless  the  leadership  of  a
congregation  decides  to  impose  on
itself some  rigour,  it  cannot  expect
anybody else to do it either.  Rabbis
and  cantors  are  expected  to  pray,
for  they  get  paid  for  it.  Therefore,
they  are  not  suitable  role  models.
Lay leaders are,  for they are able to



demonstrate  that   Jewishness   must
express  itself in  Judaism;  that  com-
munal worship must not be divorced
from communal work.

I  have  never  failed  to  be  amazed
why     so     many     intelligent     and
resourceful   men   and  women   who
lead   our   congregations   and   who
have strong convictions of their own
on  a  variety  of topics  should  be so
eager that rabbis make all decisions
in   matters   of   worship.   The   only
answer   to   my   puzzle   is   that   our
leaders  want  us  to  make  the  deci-
sions so that they should not have to
take  the  consequences  of them  and
be  able  to  justify  their  own  non-
attendance alid non-participation by
pointing  to  the  inadequacy  or  in-
competence  of the  rabbinate.  Once
you  decide,  as  an  act  of will,  to  at-
tend, you have a greater stake in the
nature of the services  and will want
to  shape  them  to  suit  your  needs.
And that may be more painful, than
giving  in  to  the  whims  and  idiosyn-
cracies of cantors and rabbis.

Even the reader who has accepted
that
(1)    there   is    a    disparity    between
reasons  for  joining  and  the  objec-
tives   of   the   synagogue;    (2)   it   is
legitimate to make a connection bet-
ween     Fromm's     mechanisms     of
escape  and  our  religious  condition;
(3)  the  thesis  that  the  beginning  of
worship  is  discipline  of attendance,
is  bound  to  ask:  What  now?  Is  it
enough to attend  and  fill the pews?
Is   it   enough   to   mouth   prayers?
What about God?  How do we come
to fathom Him?  What does it mean
to thank God, to praise God, to ask
God,   to  confess  sins  and  beg  for
pardon?   What   is   the   purpose   of
prayer?

These   are   legitimate   questions.
They remind us again that prayer is
hard  labour.   I  know  many  of  the
difficulties  because  I  come  from an
irreligious  background  and  became
a  regular  worshipper  as  an  act  of
will long before I decided to become
a  rabbi.   And   I  became  a  believer
only after I  became a rabbi.  I  know
that  there  are  no  prescriptions  for
faith.  All  there  is  is  testimony,  and
all  I  can  offer  is  mine.

My    starting    point    is    the    oft-
quoted assertion that God cannot be
expressed,   only  addressed.   That  a
definition  of  God  is  futile  and  im-
possible.   We   can   expect   no   help
from   philosophy   when   it   tries   to
prove or refute God's existence. Our
only help must  come  from tradition

and    its    institutions.    It    was    not
Maimonides   for   all   his   greatness,
but  Buber,  in  his  Jewish  marginali-
ty,  who set me on a path to  God.

The second point of my testimony
is  based  on  my  self-understanding,
such  as  it  is.  The little psychology I
know  has  taught  me  a  little  about
others     but     much     about     how
helpless,  inadequate  and  vulnerable
I  am  as  a  human  being,  and  how
much  my  ego  seeks  to  compensate
for these faults and to conceal them.
To  the extent that  I  can control my
ego - a word I use not in the Freu-
dian sense, but as a synonym for the
}7cfzer J¢rcz (evil inclination) - I Can
be  in  touch  with  my  feelings  and
seek   help   in   order   to   cope   with
them.

Much  of  that  help  comes  from
those close to me,  and much  comes
from my ability to  express my need
for help. Even before I  knew that it
was to God that I was turning, I still
cried out and reached out, gradually
linking  my  human  relationships  to
my quest for God. The initial point,
then,  in  my  religious  quest,  once  I
had   willed   myself  to   a  discipline,
was   the   acceptance   of  my   inade-
quacy and vulnerability.  Then came
the realisation that this was not only
my  problem,  but the human  condi-
tion.   Having  been  born  two  years
after Hitler came to power and hav-
ing been personally affected by this
event  more  than  many  of  my  con-
temporaries, I know that as difficult
as  it  may be to  believe  in  God,  it is
impossible to believe in mankind.  If
we have learned nothing  else in this
century,   we   should   have   learned
that humanity has discredited itself.
God  may  not  be  accessible  or  self-
evident   to   us,   but   we   cannot   be
human  without  crying  out  to  Him.
Otherwise,  only  despair  is  left,  for
`humanity'  will  not help  us.

It is this,  my need to cry out,  that
I bring to the synagogue.  I go to the
synagogue    rather   than    pray    for
myself,  not  only  because  I  am  the
rabbi, but, above all, because I need
my fellow Jews to help me to cry out
and  to  rejoice  and  to  celebrate  and
to  do  all  the  other  things  that  the
synagogue and the liturgy set out to
provide.   In   fact,   it   was  this   need
that  brought  me to the rabbinate.  I
am  as much  a  `gut  Jew'  as  the next
person,  but I don't feel that affirm-
ing  my  Jewish  identity  is  sufficient
for  my  Judaism.   I  want  more  for
myself, for my children, for my con-
gregation.

It  is  our  duty  to  meet  every  Jew
wherever    we    find    him    or    her;
whether he or she is religious or not,
whether  he  or  she  practices  or  not,
whether he or she is sincere or not; if
he or she wants to identify with us,
we must extend a warm and uncon-
ditional  welcome.   But  that  cannot
be  our  normative  standard,   for  it
would   mean   that   the   minimum
becomes   the   optimum.   The   only
way   in   which   the   maximum   can
become our optimum is if we have a
band of pacesetters, not `holier than
thou'  people who regard everybody
who   does   not   conform   to   their
behaviour    as    inferior,    but    true
leaders   who   tolerantly   accept   the
people they lead,  yet for themselves
set   higher   standards   in   order   to
show the way,  to  blaze the trail,  to
act as role models. We Reform Jews
do not impose standards but expose
people to  choices.  Leaders  must ex-
pose  those  whom  they  lead  to  ex-
cellence.

What  is  their  reward?  The  hap-
piness of a job well done;  of having
done  their  duty,   met  their  obliga-
tion,    having    been    a    model    for
others.  .4vochrfr,  wors#z27 and  work,
is also servj.ce. The reward of leader-
ship   is   the   knowledge   of   having
served  and  struggled.   It  is  enough
for me and much more than I would
have had  otherwise.

Is  that  really  all?   Nothing  else?
Most  of the  time:  nothing  else.  But
occasionally a glimpse of a spark;  a
signal  of  transcendence;  a  sense  oi
at-one-ment,  serenity,  illumination.
It is the feeling that the Biblical Job
had when, after all that had befallen
him,  he had seen such a glimpse and
could   now   say:    `Indeed,   I   spoke
without    understanding    of   things
beyond me, which I did not know . ..
I heard you with my ears, but now I
see you with my eyes; therefore I re-
cant  and  relent,  being but  dust  and
ashes.'  Job arrived at enlightenment
only   after   unspeakable   suffering.
We  are  trying  to  get  there  out  of a
more balanced mixture of affluence
and   disappointment,    success   and
pain. For those who want more than
instant       gratification       and       ego
satisfaction there can be no prospect
more     exciting,     no     goal     more
desirable. I

Rabbi Dow Marmur /.s /Ae se#/.or rc7bb/. o/ /Ae
Holy   Blossom  Temple,  Toronto.   Until  last
summer,   he   was   the   rabbi   of   the   North
Western  Reform Synagogue,  Alyth Gardens,
N.  W.  London.  He is author of `Beyond Sur-
vival,.
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TRUTH. PRAVDA AND THE CHRONICLE
Clive Sinclair records a phone call

EVEN AT THIS LATE STAGE
some  people  still  confuse  life
and literature.  Telephoning to

reveal  the  truth  they  end  up  telling
me  a  story.  Maybe  they  are  not  so
wrong;   perhaps  it  is  only  through
stories  that  historical  truths  can  be
experienced.  Every  once  in  a  while
comes  a  call  that  makes  me  wish  I
had Nixon's devices wired up to my
phone so that I could make a recor-
ding.  What  follows  is a reconstruc-
tion   made   some   weeks   after   the
event.    As    a   consequence   it   has
become a literary exercise, though it
may still contain a grain of truth.

`They tell me you  are a  friend of

Philip Roth.  So give me his address.
Why?  Because  I have something he
needs.   It  is   the  truth.   About  the
Jews.  He is a genius, they will listen
to   him.   Me?   I   am  nothing.   Next
week I have to go into hospital. Too
much  sugar  in  my  blood.   Or  not
enough.    What   difference?    I    am
finished anyway.  My kidneys,  liver,
heart, spleen, all gone to pot. That I
am  alive so  long is a miracle.  Forty
camps     I     survived.     The     Nazis
couldn't    kill    me.    It    took    your
friends   to   finish   me   off.    Jews?
Them?     No,     they     are     English
gentlemen.  And  you  are  as  bad  as
the  rest  of  them.   Why  won't  you
give  me  his  address?   You  think   I
want  to  sleep with him?  Listen,  for
the   sake   of   your    conscience   1'11
make  an  exception.   Philip  Roth  I
won't  molest.  It's  a  promise.  Now
will you give me his  address?
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`Testimony  I  have  given  to  both

Houses   of   Parliament.    You   can
look  me  up  in  Hansard.  Dates  1'11
give you later.  But Philip Roth  I'm
not  allowed  to  talk  to.   Why  do  I
want  him?  Because  he's  not  afraid
of  the  truth.  Which  is:  we  weren't
all   saints,   nor   were  the  Nazis   all
monsters.  That other writer,  what's
his  name?  The  one  who  wrote  the
OcJess¢ FJ./e.  That's right,  Frederick
Forsyth.  He called Rascher the But-
cher  of  Riga.  It  is  a  slander.  Who
knows better than me?  I  worked in
his  office.   He  was  no  saint.   How
could he be in such a position?  But
he was  no  murderer either.  Forsyth
doesn't    know    what    he's    talking
about. Once he caught a Jew with a
German nurse.  He could have killed
him. Bang bang. No problem. Inter-
course  with  Aryans  being  a  capital
crime.  Instead he said,  `Let the Jew
live.'  Later,  by  a miracle,  the same
Jew turned up in a selection.  Again
he  let  him  live.  This  man  Forsyth
calls the Butcher of Riga.

`Even    in    winter    the    Germans

didn't starve.  They had  enough left
over   to   feed   the   birds.   Sparrows
could eat.  But God help  a Jew who
picked   up   a   crust.   Better   hunger
than death.  Well,  this so-called But-
cher collected up the scraps from the
snow and delivered them personally
to  the  Jewish  hospital.  But  no  one
wants   to   hear   such   things.   You
don't want to know either.  I've had
enough.  I  survived  forty  camps,  so
one  address  1'11  find  for  myself.

`Who  is  Philip  Roth  anyway?  A

member  of  the  Royal  Family?  The
Queen    of    England?     Much    she
knows.  In  fact  I  know  more  about
what's going on in her country than
she does. They are everywhere. And
you know who I mean by they. Only
the   other   day  the   Queen   Mother
took  the  salute  at  a  parade  of  SS
troopers. Where?  Neat Coventry.  It
was  in  the  local  papers.  How  do  I
know?  Believe me.  At Riga I work-
ed   in   the   office   of   five   Gestapo
generals.    I   have   recognised   one.
Here  in  England.   Now  he  is  very
respectable.       A      public      figure.
Another    Nazi    is    a    Member    of
Parliament. I have seen him with my
own eyes.  He has changed his name
of  course.   But  not  his  views.   One
day I shall expose him. Not today. It
is  not  safe  that  you  should  know
who he is.  You see how I look after
you?   Philip   Roth   has   nothing   to
fear  from me.

`It   is   happening   again.   What   I

saw in Germany. But who will listen
to  me?  I  am  not  Philip  Roth.  Nor
even,  excuse me,  Clive Sinclair.  My
friend,  already you have listened to
me longer than anyone else. For that
I congratulate you.  Your colleagues
put  down  the  receiver  as  soon  as
they  hear  my  name.  The  CAro#f.c/e
yes,  Pmivc7o no.  They don't want to
hear the truth.  But I  am telling you
that,   even  as  we  speak,   Nazis  are
training   new  recruits   all   over   the
country.   I   am   not   talking   about
skinheads  or  glue-sniffers  or  punks



or  the  National Front.  No,  Clive,  I
am  thinking  of  English  gentlemen.
The  sort  your   Jewish  compatriots
admire so much.

`You   should   hear   them   joking

about  our  Home  Secretary.  Before
the War I belonged to the same shul
as his father,  now he won't give me
the time of day.  And whose face do
you think is  on the target when the
stormtroopers take aim? They don't
.give  a  fig  about  schwartzes.   They
don't even mind the Indians, so long
as their skin stays off-white. No, the
people they really hate are the Jews
our Prime Minister loves. How can I
convince  you?  I  would  like  to  say:
let us meet, here are my proofs. But
next week  I  am going into hospital.
If I come out again 1'11 be surprised.
You  name  it,   I've  got  it.  Angina,
cancer,   diabetes.   The   works.   The
Nazis started the job, and now your
lot are finishing it.

`You  have  been  very  patient,  my

friend. I hope I will have the oppor-
tunity to talk with you again.  But I
have  the  feeling  that  my  luck  has
run  out.   Perhaps  you  think  I  am
wrong   to   complain.   I   should   be
grateful  that  I  survived  the  War.  I
should say thanks to God for mak-
ing me one of the living  dead.  And
when my chance came to have some
sort    of    life    big    shot    Jews    in
Hollywood  pulled  the  rug  away.  I
starred    in    a   movie    with    Frank
Sinatra.  But did anyone see it?  No.
Because     they     decided     not     to
distribute  it.   If  you  won't  tell  me
about  Philip  Roth,  at  least  tell  me
something  about  Streisand.   Her  I
have already met.  A lady.  They say
you  know  all about the Singers.  So
when is  ye#Z/ opening here? Not till
March?  God knows if 1'11 live to see
it. If, by some miracle, I'm still alive
we'll   see   it   together.   1'11   tell   you
what it was really like. It wasn't like
they say.  It never is. But who wants
to listen to the truth? Listen, you are
a writer, I have a story. We need one
another. You can be -how do they
call it? -my ghost writer, the ghost
of a ghost.  In the meantime 1'11 send
you  a  letter.   Read  it.   Then,  if  in
your   wisdom   you   decide   I'm  not.
crazy,  pass it on to  Roth.'

He left a number, but I lost it, not
entirely .by   accident.   So   I   do   not
know   what   has   happened   to   my
caller. Nor has his letter arrived. But
I  am  not  without  hope.  The  truth
can  be  a  long  time  coming.   Until
then  there  is  work  to  do.   I  write
stories,  review books,  as honestly as

possible.     One    of    the    latter    is
Memoirs    of   an   Anti-Semite   dy
Gregor  von  Rezzori.  What  a  title!
John    Russell,    art    critic    of    7lfec
rj.mcs,  was attacked by zealots on a
New  York  subway  for  carrying  it
under his arm, the irony of the con-
tents being lost  on them.  The book
is    a    series    of   five    hypothetical
autobiographies  by a man who im-
bibed    anti-semitism    on    his    wet
nurse's knee.  The first four are told
in the first person, being sufficiently
distanced   in   time   for   Rezzori   to
have   worked   out   how   he   should
have  behaved,  though  he  does  not
spare    himself    in     the     retelling;
whereas  the  fifth  story,  Pr¢vc7¢,  is.
presented  in  the  third  person,   the
problem      of     truth      being      still
unresolved. Though not it seems for
Mr H.,  whose letter I did receive.  `1
fail  to  understand  that  you  needed
two columns of space in the J.C.  to
review  von  Rezzori's  book  to  say
nothing     pertaining     to     anything
about  his  life  of  Jew  hating.  The
same  Jew  hating bastard  was inter-.
viewed  on  L.B.C.   and  he  did  say
something  on  his  subject,  although
very  little  of interest.  In  these  days
of  renewed  activity  of  Jew  haters
you should devote valuable space to
write a lot of bullshit and nothing of
interest  of his  anti-semitic  activities
suggests   that   as   a   reviewer   in   a
Hebrew journal you would be better
employed  as  a  pen  pusher  for  the
National Front.  It seems to me that
you are a renegade Jew who chang-
ed his name or a Jew hating bastard.
The  present  editor  is  not  very  par-
ticular   in   what   his    contributors
views  (are)  hence  his  tolerance  of'
Chain  Bermant  who  is  allowed  to
denounce  Israel  whenever  he  likes.
Fortunately  we  victims  of  hate  do
appreciate the views of Terence Prit-
tie a gentile  who is  worth  a million
Bermants      and      so-called      Clive
Selbys.  I am surprised you can (get)
payment    for    your    dirty    rotten
bullshit.  To hell with you, you dirty
renegade.'

To tell you the truth, I'm also sur-
prised  I  get  paid.   But  since  I  do,
renegade  or  no,  I  shall  attempt  to
satisfy   my   un-named   caller.   The
Chronicle yes, Pravda yes.I

Clive   Sinclair   /J.fcrcrr}J   ccJ!.for  o/  fAe   Jewish
Chrohicte  is  orie  of  Britain's  most  talented
writers.   Born  in   1948  I.e  holds  a  doctorate
from   the   University   of   East   Anglia.   His
publications  include  `The  Brothers  Singer',`Bedbugs',  `Hearts  Of  Gold'  and  `Bibliosex-`

uality,.

WENDY
GREENGROSS
PRESCRIBES
A GAVEL
CODE FOR
CHAIRMEN
THERE   CAN'T   BE   MANY

Jews  around  who  don't  go  to
meetings.     Public     meetings,

committee   meetings,   group   meet-
ings,  seem  to  attract  Jews  like jam
attracts  wasps,   and  as  experiences
go  are  probably  about  as  healthy.
Of  course,   I  don't  actually  know
how  much  wasps  enjoy  jam  once
they  get  themselves  entangled  in  it,
but    I've   participated   in    lots    of
meetings    and    you    have    to    be
something of a masochist to stay the
course.

There are people who like playing
`Chairman',  and  until  a  computer

programmer   invents   a   game   that
enables   the   enthusiast   to   stay   at
home    and    play    `Chairman    and
Meetings'    there    will    always    be
meetings to attend. But I have learnt
the   hard   way,    and   so   am   well
qualified to give advice. From years
of experience,  I  offer the  following
tips to prospective,  or acting,  or in-
it-up-to-the-neck  chairmen.  Perspi-
cacious readers will notice that I use
the  masculine  form  throughout,  in
order to hide my true identity.

When  you,  as  chairman,  are  in-
viting a speaker to a public meeting,
always give him the advertised time
of  starting.  Never  divulge  the  time
that  the  audience  intend  to  arrive,
for most speakers appreciate the op-
portunity   of  sitting   quietly   in   an
empty hall for twenty minutes or so,
in  order  to  recover  from  a harrow-
ing  journey.  When  making  the  in-
troduction,  a  good  way  to  start  is:
`I'm   sure   that   .....   needs   no   in-

troduction  from me'.  Then embark
on  a  ten  minute  address,  unrelated
to    the    speaker's    competence    or
career,  but  containing  a  great  deal
of  anecdotal  material,  either  as  to
where  and  when  you  last  met  him,
or  why  it  is  that  you  do  not  know

Thim  personally.   In  both  cases  it  is
cunning to continue with a string of
announcements,  in  order to lull the
audience  into  a  sense  of impending
bordeom.
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Most experienced speakers expect
one or two members of the audience
to nap.  Although you may feel that
it   is   your   duty   as   chairman,   to
gesticulate to the person next to the
sleeper  to  nudge  awake,   this  may
capture the imagination of the entire
audience,  who may join in the pan-
tomime.        Another       point        to
remember   is   that   anyone   sleeping
deeply,  is  liable  to  snore  or  grunt
quite  loudly  when  abruptly  woken:

You   will    of   course   offer   the
speaker a cup of tea and one or two
biscuits®  Few require more than this
to sustain them  for the six hours or
so   that   they   may   be   away   from
home.  If  you  offer  him  overnight
hospitality, invite some friends back
after  the  meeting  to   continue  the
discussion.  Most speakers like to go
on  working  into  the  night,  and  on
the whole, you will find that they do
not need much sleep before they rise

There  is  also  the  prospect  that  he
may fall off his chair.

Refreshments   are   an   important
part  of  any  meeting.  These  should
be    well     organised    in     advance.
Towards  the  end  of  the  speaker's
address,   you   can   indicate   to   the
group providing them, that they can
leave  and  make  the  tea.   The  au-
dience  will  be  pleased  to  have  this
diversion   for   they   like   to   know
which  among  them  are  taking  on
this  particular  chore  and  they  can
chat   about   it   among   themselves,
during  the  end  of  the  talk.  If  the
refreshments  are  being provided by
an    outsider,      the    audience    and
speaker  will  relish  the  interruption,
while tea and coffee are wheeled in;
and it is a relief to have the tension
of  a  serious  talk  like  `Survivors  of
the   Holocaust'   or   `How   I   coped
with  my  first divorce',  broken by a
friendly   tea   lady   broadcasting   to
everyone  the  exact  location  of tea,
sugar and milk.
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at dawn to rush for their train back
to their regular job.

As   one   of   your   members   has
already proposed  a  vote  of thanks,
you  do not have to  bother to  write
and  thank  the  speaker.  He  already
knows how pleased you are to have
had  him,   and  he  will  realise  that
writing   letters    of   thanks    wastes
valuable time.

Being the chairman of a commit-
tee  calls  for  a  completely  different
set of skills,  for those that can,  do,
and those who can't, teach, or form
committees.    The    first    thing    to
realise,  is  that  committee  meetings
exist    to    give    the    impression    of
democracy       to       an       otherwise
autocratic organisation.  This makes
the  agenda  a  key  power  point,  for
any committee will spend eighty per
cent of the available time on the first
three  items   on   the   agenda.   Most
members  will  have  left  by  the time
you  get  to  the  sensitive  topics  and
these  can  then  be  discussed,  agreed

upon  and  implemented  by you  and
an acolyte without involving anyone
who  is likely to  object.

Arrange the date and place to en-
sure  that  there  is  never  a  hundred
per cent attendance at any meeting.
This  will  allow  those  who  weren't
present to argue about the accuracy
of   the   minutes    of   the   previous
meeting    and    overturn    decisions
taken.  It  is  also  a  cracking  idea  to
nominate  absent  members   for  ar-
duous tasks as these will remain un-
completed,      whoever      undertakes
them.   It  is  easier  all  round  if  the
guilty party can honestly say that he
knew nothing of the arrangements.

Another  golden  tip  is  to  try  to
rotate meetings in members' homes.
This will set up a healthy rivalry and
ensure the highest standard of cater-
ing.

You   should   see   that   plenty   of
scrap paper is provided.  Committee
members  would  rather  doodle  than
listen to other members.  Also life is
easier if you are the only person who
can remember the proceedings.

Start as you mean to go on. From
the moment that you are appointed
make  it  quite  clear  that  the  chair-
man's  decision  is  final.  If  there  is
the     slightest     hint     of     rebellion
threaten to resign.  Mutter about in-
gratitude,  and  fingers  to  the  bone,
land   hot   gas   stoves,   for   this   will
reawaken in members,  memories of
unresolved  conflicts  with  their  own
mothers,  and  ensure  maximum  im-
potence    with    the    overwhelming
bonus   of   deep   and   unassuagable
feelings  of guilt.

The  decision  about  the  range  of
emotions  that  you  deploy  is  an  art
form  in  itself.  You  may  get  angry
and shout and rage, but never, never
lose your  self control.  If you  are in
the  right,  you  can  afford  to  keep
your   temper.    If   you   are   in   the
wrong, you cannot afford to lose it.

Last and most important of all: as
Chairman,   do  not  attempt  to  see
anyone  else's  point  of view.  Life is
much    simpler   when   you    always
know     that     you     are     absolutely
right.I

Dr.      Wendy     Greengross     /.s     er     cJocfor,
counsellor, former  `agony aunt'  on The Sun
and Radio Four's `If You Think You've Got
Problems' slot, and author of the recent pam~
ph[et,  `Jewish and  Homosexuc[l'.



The Leisure Problem 1

I

As Others see Us

IS MANOR HOUSE AN
EXCLUSIVE COUNTRY CLUB?

asks Peter Kennedy
N  1939,  THE  BRITISH  ARMY
went  off  to  France,  cheered  by
posters  at  railway  stations  and

embarkation    points    showing    an
idyllic rural scene centred on a small
thatched  cottage  with  roses  round
the   door   and   a   gently   smoking
chimney.  The  caption  to  the  poster
was     `Remember    what    you    are
fighting  for, .

This  now  famous  poster  is  pro-
bably one of the best examples of an
establishment     assuming     that     it
knows  and  understands  the  society
it governs and getting it wrong.  For
this rural idyl was coming rapidly to
a close (it had never been idyllic for
the  land  workers  anyway).  During
the  eighteenth  and  nineteenth  cen~
turies  thousands  and  then  millions
had  left  the land to  work  in  the in-
dustrial   towns.   By   1939,   Tommy
Atkins  was  more  likelty  to  have  left
the slums of the East End,  Glasgow
or   Manchester,   rather   than   some
rural village.  Indeed, there will have
been  many  in  that  army  who  will
have seen cows, sheep, and just sim-
ple  open  fields  for  the  first  time as
they journeyed to the coast.

But  the   1939  poster  tells  us  two
things   relevant   today:   that   social
and   economic   change   often   takes
place   around   us   faster   than   our
rulers  appreciate;   and  that  despite
often  self-evident change,  there is a
hankering  for  a  lost  ideal  past.  In
modern  urbanised  Britain  this  was
characterised by the attempt to find
or recreate the village. Whether it be
in    fashionable    surburbia    or    on
sprawling   Council   estates,   the   at-
tempt  to  go  back  to  a  lost  ideal  of
community will  emerge.

Today,  with  most  of the  popula-
tion  living  in increasingly  spreading
conurbations,  other factors  are for-
cing the pace at which we must con-
sider  the  idea  of community.  Chief
amongst these are changing patterns
of employment and economic activi-
ty. Not only has the village been lost
in  the  urban  sprawl  but  the  main
reason for the coagulation of masses
of people is being challenged.  Cities

did   not   grow   because   they   had
theatres,   restaurants,   concert  halls
or community centres.  These things
came      afterwards.      They      grew
because the population moved there
to    work.    The    process    was,    of
course, dynamic - work then came
to the growing work force.

However,   in   the   last   few  years
and  certainly  since   1979,   we  have
seen  a serious  and  dramatic  decline
in  employment.  Although  the  rate
of decline  varies  by  region,  there  is
not  an  urban  co.mmunity in  Britain
that has not been touched.

Much of the change is structural,
as     old     industries     and     markets

decline  and  die.   Much  of  what  is
happening       could       have       been
prevented or altered if other policies
had  been  pursued,  but  we  are  not
directly       concerned       here      with
economic policy except in so far as it
leads to a breakdown of social cohe-
sion.

The essentially Protestant ethic of
work  has  resulted in  an  inability to
cope    with    leisure    and    especially
when it is enforced leisure. Guilt, in-
adequacy,        impotence,         drink,
marital  and  family  breakdown  are
directly  attributable  to  the  conflict
within  individuals  lost  in the urban
maze  without  the  purpose  and  an-
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chor of work. People are increasing-
ly retired early.  This occurs not just
by  arrangement  at  55  plus,  but  all
too  often  at  earlier  ages  where  the
last  redundancy  means  retirement.
A   generation   of  young   people   is
growing  up  who  challenge  the  pur-
pose  of education  which  leads  only
to the dole.  All of this is happening
in  large towns,  on  estates,  in  tower
blocks    and    down    the    tree-lined
avenues   of  suburbia.   The  loss   of
purpose,   the  erosion  of  the  social
adhesive,      makes     isolation     and
alienation    amongst    the    millions
more acute and more dangerous.

Britain   has   received   immigrants
throughout        its        history        -
Huegenots,   Jews,   Irish,   West   In-
dians,   Chinese,  Asians,   and  many
other  smaller  groups.   Historically,
many of these will have come  from
the  rural  villages  of  their  previous
homeland.  Even  if they  did  not,  as
strangers   in   a   strange   land   they
sought out their own and built a new
life often based on their own strong
sense of commu.nity.

Their arriv.al over many centuries
has   characterised   our  large  towns
and cities with many races and many
faiths;.  Set against the alienating en-
vironment   of   urban   life,   exacer-
bated by the decline of work,  many
of these groups have felt the need to
formalise their need for community
and  have taken  a lead in  setting up
community organisations and social
and   cultural   centres.   The   Manor
House  Centre  for  J'udaism  can  be
seen as an example of this process.

The lost village cannot readily be
recreated   within   the   conurbation
but   people  can   create   a   sense   of
belonging and caring within a socie-
ty that is  drifting  into  uncontrolled
and traumatic change.  The stability
of  community  need  not,  however,
be   solely   a   conservative   force   in
society.  The creation of community
centres  and  organisations  can,  and
should   be,   a   means   of   directing
change  and  coping  with  problems
created by change.

We  should  not,  however,  seek to
create ghettos, whether they are bas-
ed on race, creed, or class. The idea
of cultural and community centres is
perverted   and   devalued   if,   within
our  suburbs  all  we  create  are  our
own    versions    of    the    American
Country   Club.   The   valuable   and
constructive   community   organisa-
tion  will always  cross the tracks.

Within   our   recent   history   the
world  has  seen  the  results  of  very
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WHY YOU DON'T SAY
A BLESSING

BEFORE WORK
by Louis Jacobs

THE VERSE THAT SPRINGS
automatically  to  mind  in  any
reflection   on   the   Jewish   at-

titude  to   work   is:   `Six  days  shalt
thou  labour,  and  do  all  thy  work;
But the seventh day is the sabbath of
the  Lord  thy  God;  in  it  thou  shalt
not  do  any work'  (Exodus 20:  9-10
in the Authorised versior}

A superficial reading of the verse
would  suggest  that   `six  days  shalt

high  unemployment and  a resulting
loss    of   purpose    and    communal
values. It happened in Germany and
Italy  and  other  places.  A  person,  a
movement,  a violent  idea will  offer
itself  to  fill  the  gap.   Fascism  and
Nazism  should  never  be  misunder-
stood    by    isolating    them    as    a
phenomenon  to  one  place  and  one
time.  Their  evil  seeds  may  lie  dor-
mant    for   years    waiting.for   the
economic    and    social    conditions
which will  feed their growth.

A  major  role  can  be  played  in
smothering that growth by the com-
munity    organisations    that    cross
class,     racial     and     religious     dif-
ferences,  that  open  the  ghetto  and
reach  out  to  learn  and  embrace.  In
seeking  the  village,  we  must  avoid
the  fortified  hamlet,  a  community
within the laager that has missed the
point   and   will   not   survive.   Are
Jewish  centres  open  and  looking to
the  future or  a closed  recreation of
the   past?   Do   they   seek   to   com-
municate or do they seek to isolate?
Is   the  Manor   House  an  exclusive
country   club   or   does   it   seek   a
dialogue that crosses  all divides? I

Peter    Kermedy    was    born    in    1943    and
educated  at   Leeds  and  Sussex  Universities.
He has  worked for the Association of Scien-
tific  Technical  and  Managerial  Staffs for  15
years and is currently  Head  of Research and
National  Officer  with  responsibility  for  in-
surarice and banking.
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thou labour'  and  `thou shalt not do
any work  (on the sabbath)'  are two
separate  commandments;   one  for-
bidding  work  on  the  sabbath,  the
other enjoining work on the six days
of the week.  Such an understanding
might   be   implied   in   the   rabbinic
com:meat The  Fathers  according  to
Rabbi  Nathan,  ed.  Schechter, Vcr-
sion   11,   chapter   21   on   the   verse:
`Just as Israel is co"mcr#dcd to keep

the sabbath,  Israel is commc7#c7ec7 to
work'.      The     statement      occurs,
however,  in a panegyric on the high
value of work and is more a homily
than a precise, theological doctrine.
Nowhere,  so  far  as  I  am  aware,  do
we  find  that  it  is  a  mz./zv¢fe,  in  the
formal  sense,  to  work.  There  is  no
special   benediction   t-o   be   recited
before  engaging  in  work  as  there is
for     the     mJ./zvo/.      Furthermore,
Nahmanides  understands  our  verse
as  supplementary  to  the  command
to keep the sabbath;  as if to say,  do
whatever work is necessary for your
maintenance during the six days on-
ly and refrain from work on the sab-
bath.  This  is,  in  fact,  the rendering
ot I:he New English Bible.. `Y ouhiIve
six  days  to  labour  and  do  all  your
work.  But the seventh  day is  a sab-
:bath of the Lord your God, that day
y`ou shall not do any work'.

This  textual  excursus  is  far  from
irrelevant  to  our  theme.  The  verse
does, indeed, imply that it is part of
the divine plan for man to work but
it    would    be    going    beyond    the
evidence  to  affirm,  on  the  basis  of
this  verse  (as  is  sometimes  done  in
the  Protestant  ethic)  that  to  be idle
is  an  offence against the Ten  Com-
mandments;    though,    of    course,
idleness  is  disapproved  of  as  much
by the Jewish moralists  as by other
moralists.    (Idleness    need    not    be
categorically.  condemned.     It    can
have its own value as an antidote to
an    irksome    busyness).    In    other
words,  work  is  a  means  to  an  end
not an end in itself. If it were, and to



work  would  be to  carry out a mJ./z-
vcr¢,   the  workaholic  should  be  ad-
mired   and   he   could   claim   to   be
zealous  in  performing  the  mJ.fzvc7fe
to the extent of his ability, driven by
his }Jc/zer  fov  (good  inclination)  to
get in as many mz.fzvof as he can.

For all that, a high value is placed
on work in the Jewish ethic. Human
dignity,  for  one  thing,  is  enhanced
when  man  sustains  himself  by  his
own  efforts,  when,  in the language
of the Psalmist,  he  `eats  the labour
of his hands' . We are told (Pcs¢fej.in
113a)  that  the  Babylonian  teacher
Rav  urged  his  disciple,  R.  Kahana:
`Rather skin a carcass for a fee than

be supported by charity. Do not say:
`1  am  a  priest'  or  `1  am  a  scholar'

and it is beneath your dignity.'
It  has  often  been  noted  that  the

Talmudic rabbis engaged in a varie-
ty  of  occupations  (`work'  was  not
necessarily   construed   by   them   to
mean  manual  labour)  in  order  to
earn their living.  The verse:  `Happy
are  they  that  keep  justice,  that  do
righteousness   at   all   times'   (Psar/in
106:3)  is  applied  (Kcfc/bo/  50a)  to
one who works to support his fami-
ly.  A  father  is  obliged  to  teach  his
son  a trade or craft that he be able
to  earn  an honest living,  advice be-
ing  given as to  the occupations  one
should,  ideally,  not  follow  because
they  are  degrading  or  disruptive  of
chairacter (Kiddushin 82a-b).

Here   is   a   remarkable   Rabbinic
comment (Pcs'ofej.in 1 l8a) on:  `Curs-
ed is the ground for thy sake; in toil
shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy

life.   Thorns   and   thistles   shall   it
bring  forth  to  thee;  and  thou  shalt
eat the herb of the field. In the sweat
of  thy  face  shalt  thou  eat  bread'
(Genes!.s 3:  17-19).  Adam is imagin-
ed  as being  terribly  disturbed when
he heard that he was to eat the herb
of  the  field,   for  this  would  make
him no different from his ass whose
food  is  ready  to  hand.   But  when
Adam heard that he was to toil for
his  daily  bread  his  mind  was  set  at
rest.  `In  the sweat  of thy  face shalt
thou eat bread' is seen not as a curse
but as a reassurance to man, that his
dignity  will  not  be  compromised  in
his  incessant  search  for  sustenance,
because      man's      spirit      remains
discontented   unless   he   earns   his
keep.

The  idea  that  man   is   endowed
with  a  stern  independence,  preferr-
ing  to  work,  no  matter  how  hard,
for   life's   needs   rather   than` have
them given to him as a gift, is utilis-
ed by the Jewish mystics in their at-
tempt  to  solve  the  old  theological
problem,   why   God   does   not  give
man  eternal  bliss  without  him  hav-
ing  to  undergo  a trial period in  the
world  of effort  and  struggle.  Man,
these   mystics   declare,   is   so   con-
stituted that he is incapable of really
enjoying  `bread  of  shame',  as  they
call  it.  He hates  to  have to  rely en-
tirely  on  others  for  the  satisfaction
of his  needs.

In  this  sense  man  is  God-like  in
that he can be the author of his own
good.  The noble of spirit prefer the
morsel  that  is  their  own  to  all  the

'`=   ,4.  &.

delicacies  they  might  be  served  at
the  table  of a generous  benefactor.
And   this   independence   refuses   to
allow   man   to   accept   the   highest
good  even  from  God.  The  proba-
tionary  period  on  earth  is  for  the
purpose  of  enabling  man  to  make
the good  his  own  by  his  own  quest
for it throughout his life so that the
spiritual nourishment that is his for
all eternity is  not  `bread of shame'.
In    Keats'    felicitous    phrase,    this
world is `a vale of soul making' . The
soul  is  from  God  but  man  has  to
fashion  it himself.

Of  course,   no   one  is  really  in-
dependent.  We  all  depend  on  God
for our very lives and  `no man is an
island'.  Man  is  a  social  being;  the
work   he   does   is   only   possible   in
society and it is part of the activities
of  a  just   society   that   it   provides
suitable  conditions  of employment.
But,   paradoxical   though   it   might
seem, this very sense of dependence,
if freely cultivated, belongs to man's
independence since he cultivates it in
free response to the truth.

For  man  to  work,  consequently,
is   essential   not   only   because   he
needs to earn his living.  Since he has
an   obligation   to    society   and   to
posterity    (we    can    hardly    accept
H.G.   Well's   facile   protest:   `What
has   posterity  done   for  me  that   I
should   work   for   posterity?')   his
motive  should  also  be  to  make  his
contribution ,         however        small,
towards   the   Creation   of   a   better
world.  One  who  earns  his  living  by
following     an     occupation     which
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makes  no  constructive contribution
to  the  well-being  of  his  fellows  is
declared  by  the  Rabbis  (S¢#feedrr.#
24b)  to  be  so  unreliable  that  he  is
disqualified from acting as a witness
in a Court of Law.

Everyone knows the story (rcrcz#zt
23a)  of  the  saint  who  saw  an  old
man  planting  trees.   `Why  do  you
plant  the  trees  since  you  will  never
enjoy the fruit?', asked the saint, to
be given the unanswerable (from the
Jewish point of view) reply: `1 found
trees  planted  by my  ancestors  from
which I  enjoyed the fruit.  Surely,  it
is  my duty to  plant trees that those
who   come   after   me   might   enjoy
their fruit'.

The          Midrash           ( rc7#Ac{ma,
kcc7os#z.in  8)  gives  expression to the
same    thought:    `The    Holy    One,
blessed be He, said to Israel: Even if
you  find  the  land  full  of  all  good
things do not say:  `We shall sit back
and refrain from planting'  but take
care  to  plant  shoots'.  As  it  is  said:
`Ye  shall  plant  all  manner  of trees

for  food'  (Lcvi.fz.c#s  19:23).  Just  as
you  found,  when  you  entered  the
land, trees planted by others so you,
too,  must  plant  on  behalf  of your
children. A man must not say:  `1 am
old.  How  many  years  do  I  have to
live? Why should I labour on behalf
of others?'

The third  reason  for  man having
to labour is the therapeutic value of
work.   The  Mishnah   (Jfcfz/Z)of  5:5)
rules  that  if a  husband  forbade  his
wife under a vow to do any work she
is  entitled  to  petition  for  a  divorce

since `idleness leads to dullness' -a
reversal of the popular proverb. It is
all  play and no work that produces
dullness of character.

Again, in The Fathers According
to Rabbi Nathan (ed Schec,hier , V el-
sion  I,  chapter  11)  it is  said that the
verse:   `Six  days  shalt  thou  labour
and  do  all  thy  work'  includes  the
man  who  has  no  work  to  do.  He
should  still  find  some  work  to  do.
`If he has  a run-down yard  or  run-

down  field  let  him  go  and  occupy
himself with them'  or,  as we would
say,  let  him  do  odd jobs  about the
house,  help  with  the  washing  up,
take      up      carpentry      or      grow
vegetables.    It    is    interesting    that
bodily activity is  advocated,  not an
intellectual  pursuit,   either  because
the   Rabbis   were  also   thinking   of
people  for  whom  intellectual  pur-
suits   had   no   attraction   or,   more
plausibly, because, in the absence in
Rabbinic times of anything like our
present-day sporting activities some
physical  effort  was  advocated  even
for the scholar.

Of  course,  .it  is  true  that  for  the
Rabbis   the   only   worthy   pursuit,
when   freedom   from   the   need   to
work  allowed  it,  was  the  study  of
the Torah.  The Rabbis had no hob-
bies  and  evidently  saw  no  need  for
relaxation,   unless   the   picture   we
have   of   Rabbinic   life   in   ancient
times  is  over-idealised.  The  attitude
seems to  have been,  and  it was  one
that    was     adopted    in     Rabbinic
Judaism  until  modern times,  that  a
man  should  divide  his  waking  life,
when he is not eating his meals, bet-
ween working in order to earn a liv-
ing,  or as exercise, and studying the
Torah,  with  the  major  part  of  his
day devoted to the latter.  The Rab-
binic  attitude  comes  somewhere  in
between   the   aristocratic   ideal,   in
which  the  work  of  the  statesman-
sage is done for him by slaves or ser-
vants,  and A.D.  Gordon's  `religion
of    labour',    which    teaches    that
modern man can rediscover God by
working close to nature in the fields.

The problem of leisure did not ex-
ist  for  our  ancient  teachers  but  it
does  exist  for  contemporaries when
the  machine  is  increasingly  freeing
man  from  the  need  to  spend  long
hours  of  the  day  in  backbreaking
toil with the result that he has conse-
quently,  much  time  on  his  hands.
For   this   reason   the   Jewish   work
ethic requires to be extended so as to
embrace an  ethic of leisure.

This is only another way of saying

that we live in a very different world
from that of our teachers, a world in
which   new   questions,   unimagined
by  them,  are  being  asked.  In  their
world  there  was  neither  capitalism
nor organised labour; no unemploy-
ment, no recessions and no complex
economic   problems   on   a   global
scale;     no    travel-agents    and    no
package   holidays;   no   real   science
and  technology,  no  retirement  and
no superannuation.

In     1984    (the    date    has    been
hopelessly   overworked,   it   is   true,
but   Orwell   did   state  the  problem
brilliantly)   the   basic   principles   of
the  Jewish  work  ethic  still  shine  to
illumine  our  darkness  and  ease  our
perplexities but it is for us to seek to
apply these principles. That is a task
of the utmost difficulty, one, we are
obliged  to  acknowledge,  for  which
we  can  gain  only  indirect  guidance
from    the    past.     That,     as    our
American   friends   say,   is  how  the
cookie crumbles. It is to court disap-
pointment and frustration to expect
detailed solutions to our severe pro-
blems     simply     by     studying     the
classical  sources  of.Judaism.

But   is   is   equally   a   counsel   of
despair  to   see   Judaism   as   having
nothing  to  say  to  our  world.  Prin-
ciples    are    important.    Chesterton
was right when he said:  `Show me a
man's  philosophy  and  I  will  show
you   the   man'.   The   Jewish   work
ethic   is   part   of   Judaism's   truth,
teaching  that  man  is  ennobled  by
work,  that a being created in God's
image  is  entitled  to  his  dignity  and
needs   to   be   spared   from   searing
humiliation,  that a creature with an
immortal soul needs to use both his
work  and  his  leisure  for  something
higher  and  better   than   mere  sur-
vival,  and  that  since man  needs  his
neighbours  and  they  need  him  and
since every individual is unique, the
just  society  with  a  social  cohesion
that   still   manages   to   preserve  in-
dividual   liberty   is   God's   will   for
mankind.   The  rest  is  commentary
but  it  is  a  commentary  still  to  be
written. .

Rabbi Dr.  Louis Jacobs o/ /*c rvew LOHdo#
Synagogue was  born in Manchester,  studied
in Gateshead and became the intellectual star
Of  the  United  Synagogue  until  he fell from
grace over the issue of fundamentalism some
20 years ago. A profound scholar and prolific
author he is one of Judaism's few true [iberals
maintaining  an  enlightened  orthopraxis  but
respecting all shades of opinion.
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WHAT THE BOARD
OF DEPUTIES HIDES

FROM YOU
by Geoffrey Alderman

IN    THE    FIRST    ISSUE    OF
A4lcz#H¢  Walter  Goldsmith,   Dir-
ector  General of the Institute of

Directors, cast a critical eye over the
Board  of Deputies  of British  Jews.
The   Board,    he   asserted,    `is   not
powerful enough',  `has not been ac-
corded  high  enough  status   in  the
Jewish  community  or  in  the  coun-
try',    and    `is    inadequately    con-
stituted'.   Mr.   Goldsmith  proposed
that   the   Board   be   replaced  by  a
Jewish  Community  Council,   com-
posed  partly  of  representatives  of`religious     and     other     important

Jewish   institutions'   and   partly   of
`members  elected  froln  distinguish-

ed individuals in the community'.
I suspect that a Jewish Communi-

ty  Council,  such  as  Mr  Goldsmith

proposes,  would  have  most  of  the
vices  of  the  Board  with  few  of  its
virtues.   In   my   judgment,   having
observed  the  Board  both  from  the
outside and from within,  the major
negative   influence   responsible   for
the  Board's  shortcomings  is  to  be
found  in  the widespread  apathy  of
Anglo-Jewry   towards   this   institu-
tion.  If the  community  cared  more
about the  Board,  the  Board  would
have to respond by reforming itself,
just  as  the  British  Parliament  did
150 years  ago.

The    lacksadaisical    attitude    of
Anglo-Jewry  towards  the  Board  is
particularly sad in view  of the con-
siderable authority which the Board
possesses  in  certain  areas  of  com-
munal life.  For example,  no Jew or

Jewess, claiming a conscientious ob-
jection    on    religious    grounds    to
trading on the  Sabbath,  may apply
for    Sunday    trading    registration
without the approval of a Panel ap-
pointed by the Board under powers
granted by Parliament in  1979.

Several   London   boroughs   have
given    the    Board    the    right    to
nominate.the  persons   they  co-opt
onto  their  education  committees  to
represent  the  Jewish  faith.   Unless
specifically     asked     not     to,     the
Greater  London  Council  will  for-
ward  to  the  Board,  for  comment,
any    application    from    a    Jewish
organisation   for   grant   aid.    The
Board    has    the    right    to    make
nominations    to     certain     District
Health    authorities.     It    makes    a
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significant        contribution        (over
I l5,000 in 1982-3) to the BBC Radio
London   programme   `You    Don't
Have To Be Jewish' . It appoints one
member of the Court of the Univer-
sity  of  Bath.   It  is  invariably  con-
sulted  by  government  departments,
official inquiries  and by Parliament
on matters felt to touch upon the in-
terests  of Anglo-Jewry.  It  purports
to speak and act in the name of the
community.  This  claim is enshrined
in   its   constitution   and   is   all   too
often accepted without comment.

But   how   many   Jews,-even   in
leading    positions    in    society,    are
aware precisely how the Board func-
tions  or  have  bothered  to  examine
its   constitution   or   to   observe   its
plenary sessions,  which are general-
ly  open  to  the  public?  How  many
Jews  know who their Deputies are?
How  many  Deputies  make  regular
- or any - reports to their consti-
tuents? How many Deputies have to
face   proper   democratic   elections,
and    how    many    sit    for    rotten
boroughs?    How   many   Deputies,
once elected onto the Board, bother
to   inform  themselves   of  its   work
and  to   follow  the  activities   of  its
committees?  And  how  many  Jews
and Jewesses regard `election' to the
Board  as  a reward  for past services
rather than  as  a call to  future com-
munal  service?

The  shortcomings  of  the  Board
are  considerable,  and  should  cause
concern   among  all  who  value  the
status of the community. The Board
does  not  represent  individual  Jews,
but rather Jewish congregations and
institutions.   Congregations  achieve
representation  through  synagogues;
institutions    represent    themselves.
`One  Jew,  or  Jewess,  one  vote'   is

not  a  rule  which  operates  for  the
triennial    election    of   Deputies.    I
myself    belong    to    three    distinct
organisations, each of which returns
Deputies;    I   am   thus   represented
three times over. Plural voting, long
since   abolished   for   parliamentary
elections,     still    flourishes    at    the
Board. As if to make matters worse,
the Board's constitution permits the
election,   as   Deputies,   of   persons
who do not belong to the congrega-
tions  they  seek  to  represent.  In  this
way Deputies can be found for con-
gregations,   and   congregations   for
Deputies,  without  the two  knowing
much  about each other.

The plenary sessions of the Board
are  held  once  a  month,   except  in
August   and   September.   The   pro-

ceedings are largely given over to the
consideration   of  reports   made  by
the   Board's   committees.   There   is
rarely enough time to consider these
reports  in  detail.  But  even  if there
were,   the   reports   give   a   very   in-
complete   account   of  the  commit-
tees'   work.    This   is   quite   simply
because the reports  frequently omit
mention     of    particular     matters,
perhaps  because  they  are  felt to  be
too  sensitive or controversial.

For example, the Board has never
been  informed  that   on  24  March
1983    an    `informal   gathering'    of
members of the Law, Parliamentary
& General Purposes Committee was
held  at the Board's headquarters to
consider the  `future functioning'  of
this,  the  Board's  senior  committee.
As a regular observer of meetings of
this committee I asked to attend this
particular  meeting,  notice  of which
was  given  officially  by  the  Board's
Executive      Director      on      Board
notepaper.   But  I  was  excluded  by
order of the then chairman.

The    reports     of    the     Board's
Defence    Committee    have    never
referred  to  the  agreement  with  the
GLC on the vetting of grant applica-
tions.  Yet both the chairman of the
Defence  Committee  and  the  GLC
have,  in  response  to  my  inquiries,
readily  acknowledged  its  existence.
The  reports  of the  Executive  Com-
mittee are silent as to the reason why
it  has  recently  declined  to  make  a
submission   to   the   Law   Commis-
sion's inquiry into Family Law & 11-
legitimacy.  The  orthodox  and  pro-
gressive views  on these topics could
not be reconciled, and the Executive
Committee   apparently   could   not
bring  itself  to  admit  publicly  that
there   was   more   than   one   Jewish
view  upon  such matters.

In  theory there  is  no  reason  why
the   structural   and   organisational
faults  of  the  Board  should  not  be
remedied  from  within.  But  the  will
is  lacking.  The  Board  is  dominated
by   the   Holocaust   generation   and
these people,  individually  charming
and     highly     successful     in     their
careers,    are   saturated   with   low-
profileism    and    obsessed    with    a
philosophy   of   communal   defence
based   upon   the   preservation   and
projection  of  the  `right'  public  im-
age.

It  is precisely  for  this  reason that
the   Board   has   as   yet   proved   in-
capable   of  formulating   a  positive
approach     towards     other     ethnic
minorities  in  Britain.   To  associate

Anglo-Jewry  too   closely   with   the
Blacks would, so the argument goes,
damage  its  standing  in  the  eyes  of
the white majority. It is precisely for
this reason that the Board feels able
to permit  the Executive  Director of
its  Defence  Department  to  publicly
cast     aspersions     upon    the    very
reasonable   and   entirely   legitimate
campaign    of   the    Berger    Action
Group, an offshoot of the Organisa-
tion of Private Tenants,  against the
policies  as  landlords  of  the  Berger
family of Satmar Chasidim, without
publicly  calling   these  policies   into
question.  The argument here is that
Jew should not attack Jew in public,
no  matter  how  strong  the grounds,
for   fear  of  giving  ammunition  to
our detractors.

It  is  I  suppose possible that,  over
a  succession  of  generations,   these
entirely negative philosophies might
be  replaced  by  more  positive  and
realistic  policies,   based  upon   con-
sidered    and    informed    reflection
rather than upon the totally reactive
knee-jerks    which    are    the    major
distinguishing  characteristic  of  the
present-day   Board.    In   my   view,
however,  we  cannot  afford  to  wait
that  long.  For  the  Board  continues
daily to speak and act in the name of
the community and to be received at
Westminster and in Whitehall as if it
were the authentic voice of the Jews
of Britain.

I  am  convinced  that  the  remedy
does  not  lie  in  the  replacement  of
the    Board    by    Mr    Goldsmith's
Jewish    Community    Council,     in
which    I    suspect   the   whip    hand
would be held by the same m¢chers
who        even       today        exert        a
preponderating       influence       over
Anglo-Jewry without being publicly
accountable     for    their     activities.
However,   I   do  believe  that  much
could be achieved through an educa-
tional    campaign    to    dissolve    the
apathy of most British Jews towards
the Board, and to alert them to what
the Board is doing, or not doing, on
their   behalf.   Will   Mr   Goldsmith
lend his support to this venture?.

Dr Geoffrey Alderman was bor# a/ f7crmpfoH
Court in 1944. An Oxford graduate, he is cur-
rently  Lecturer in Politics at  Royal  Holloway
College,  London University.  His publications
include `British Elections:  Myth and Reality';
`The Jewish Vote in Great  Britain since  1945'

and    `The    Jewish    Community    in    British
Politics..
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THE HEART OF A
RABBI

AND HIS WORK
by Jeffrey Newman

0NE  OF  MY  WORST  EX-periences    as    a    rabbi    was
sitting face to face with a thir-

teen  year  old  pre-Bar  Mitzvah  boy
and  finding  absolutely  nothing  of
any    great    significance    to    com-
municate with one another.

It happened by mistake.  I had ar-
ranged  a  pre-Bar  Mitzvah  `rehear-
sal' but then when the boy arrived, I
discovered  he  had  had  a  perfectly
satisfactory   `run-through'   the  day
before.  We  had  our  hour  planned
together.  What should we do?

We chatted quite pleasantly about
school   and   a   little   about   family.
Probably,    though    I    no    longer
remember,   we   talked   about   Bar
Mitzvah,   and   we  `may   even   have
tried to make sense of his Torah and
Haftorah portions.

I have no idea how that hour was
for the boy. For myself, I remember
principally the fear that I felt at be-
ing  alone  with  a  thirteen  year  old
and  the  realisation  that  I  had  ab-
solutely no idea what we were going
to    do    together.    Was   there   any
meeting  point  of  our  two  worlds?
And if not,  what  did this mean -
what  could  a  Bar  Mitzvah  be  all
about?

A second memory -  almost the
opposite.  I  remember  well  the  first
time I sat alone in my synagogue of-
fice with an attractive young woman
who  was  telling  me  of her  distress.
An intimacy grew between us which
made  me  wonder  whether  this  was
appropriate  or  acceptable  rabbinic
work.    How   would   a   traditional
rabbi handle such a situation?

Over the years these two examples
have provided directiori for my rab-
binic work, the heart of which is for
me    the    meeting    with    individual
Jews.  `What do we talk about'  and`
`how  far  do  we  go'  seem  to  be the

questions  raised.
A st`udy shiur with a text can be a

coded  `personal'   conversation:  the

questions   and   comments   do   not
come from nowhere,  but from per-
sonal   concerns,   and   the   clarifica-
tions  and  answers  from  `the  tradi-
tion'  help  to  give  the  individual  a
deep  and  solid  cultural  framework
which  is  strong  enough  to  contain
those  concerns  -  though  none  of
this  may  be  evident  if  the  heated
discussion   is   about,   for   example,
uncleanness in Temple vessels.

Many    Jews,    however,    are   no
longer  able  to  make  use  of  those
more  hidden  ways  of  learning:  the
distance   between   themselves   and
tradition  is  so  great  that  they  may
first   need   to   establish   their   own
security   or   identity   as   Jews;   ten-
tatively   explore   their   uncertainty
about God, or the community; voice
their   doubts    and   prejudices,    ex-
purgate   their   anger   and   pain   at
aspects   of  their   early   Jewish   up-
bringing and education which has so
often been damaged and damaging.

No  one  is  able  to  help  them  do
this in as direct a way as the rabbi.
The  process   of  healing   may  take
place little by little,  in their integra-
tion as members of a community, by
experiences  of  prayer  and  sermons
but  nothing  can  substitute  for  per-
sonal discussion.

In    previous   generations   rabbis
were consulted on every conceivable
topic:    potential    marriages,    child
conception     and     child     rearing,
business ventures, proposed changes
of house or country.

Such   use   of  a  rabbi  nowadays
may     seem      inconceivable.      The
distance between a pu.Ipit rabbi and
a not too observant congregant may
seem  unbridgeable:  the  rabbi  may
appear remote from the ways of the
world  or not especially sympathetic
-  or conversely,  too much part of
the family. The need is to bridge the
gap  that  has  appeared  -  to  bring
together   an   ancient   tradition   and
values     with     modern     ways     of

teaching   and   learning.   What   the
rabbi needs is a way to work.

So  often,  when  people  do  speak
to rabbis, the real concern is hidden
below  the  surface  and  the  subject
chosen,   either   deliberately   or   un-
consciously   is   one   that   the   con.
gregant believes the rabbi will be in-
terested  in.  Sometimes  people  drop
provocative   or   searching   remarks`in   passing'    and   wonder   if   they

might hopefully be picked up. If the
rabbi has the time,  skill and energy
the essential matters may emerge -
anything   from   marriage   to   child
problems, ill-health, redundancy, or
general unease.

Such  issues  may  seem  far  from
Jewish   or   spiritual   concerns,   and
may be dismissed as areas for social
workers,    but    Judaism    does    not
divide  between  the  body  and  soul.
Where a man's attention is taken up
with  his   family,   clothing,   housing
and financial security,  for example,
both   the   way   he   deals   with   the
choices      facing      him,      and      his
understanding  of his  situation  raise
religious    and    spiritual    questions
which are present also at times of ill-
ness,  or death, loneliness or depres-
sion.  But there is a deeper level.  `We
must   provide  sessions   for   the  in-
dividual   who   yearns   to   reach   his
fullest  potential  and  does  not  fear
change.   Nothing  promotes  growth
as  much  as  the  interaction between
searcher  and guide.'  (From  an  arti-
cle   on   Rabbi   Israel   Salanter,   by
Rabbi  Shlomo  Wolbe,   7lfre  Jcw.sfe
Observer,  March  1984.)

How    can    the    rabbi    respond,
however?  We  have  to  learn,  from
the Book of Job,  to be with suffer-
ing.  By  itself,  however,  that  is  not
quite enough, though it is the foun-
dati.o`h of evierything else - our own
r.eligious  attitude.  In  the  past  rab-
binic  advice  based  upon  tradition
and  the  fear  of God  carried  weight
and  may  have  been  good  or  bad.
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But  now  we  are  all  touched  by  an
awareness   of  psychology  and   less
sure   of   our   responses.   We   need
reassuring  and  teaching.  People  do
in   fact   present   the   most   intimate
questions of their lives to rabbis and
though we may `refer' them (to doc-
tors ,           counsellors ,           analysts)
something is asked of us as teachers
of Judaism.

The  first  task  must  be  to  listen.
This  listening  is   not,   however,   as
Eugene Heimler says,  so  easy.

`Listening is a very important part

of  my  work.   Creative  listening  -
not mere listening with boredom, or
while   preoccupied   with   my   own
thoughts,   or  thinking  of  answers,
clever   or   otherwise.   This   kind   of
creative    listening    is    difficult    to
learn.

`Surely,  however,  listening  is  not

a  fulltime job.  Perhaps,  though,  it
ought to be that - in our day and
age  when  no  one  listens  to  anyone
anymore,  when we are so full of the
need to talk that we have not trained
our ears to perceive the message sent
out by others. Or for that matter the
messages   that   come   from   within,
from   our   mind,   from   our   body,
from   our   soul.'   (from   A4less'crges,
shortly to be published).

For  the  rabbi,   the  unclarity  of
such  consultations  can  be  very  dif-
ficult, we need help to find a way of
working  with  people.  There  are  of
course  a number  of  `methods',  but
this   `how'  is  the  essence  of  it  all.
Buber, in the following quotation, is
speaking of the relationship between
a   child   and   his   teacher   -   the
original meaning of the word `rabbi'
is,  of course,  teacher.

`It is essential for me to feel that I

can tell my teacher anything that is
on my mind. The main thing is that
you,  the teacher,  should be the per-
son to be trusted, of this you have to
convince the pupils  in real ways  ....

`If the instruction is aimed at the
`what',  it  is  not  educational.   If  it

aims at the  `how',  it is educational.
How you teach, how you introduce.
And  this  is  a  most  difficult  task.
Even in technical education there is
a  `how'  -  even though  it may ap-
pear that here there can be no room
for the soul,  for a profounder level
of  contact'  (A4z.cys/rearm,  November
1976).

For   a   rabbi   who   is   going.to
engage in the personal work,  and it
is  difficult  to  see  how  a  rabbi  can
fail    to    do    so,    supervision    and
teaching is vital,  if he or she is to be

reminded     of    his     or    her     own
weaknesses and remain human.

Ideally,  there  should  be  a  yearly
appointment between the rabbi and
every   congregant:   a   spiritual   and
personal   assessment,   where   he   or
she is and where he or she is going.
Naturally    such    a    self-assessment
would  not  be  compulsory  -  but
once  a  year  it  may  be  possible  to
give    the    opportunity.    And,    of
course,  .a   personal   talk   in   depth,
given  space  and  time,   at  any  per-
sonal  or   family  tu'rning   point  -
from  birth  to  death,  not  excluding
B'Mitzvah  and  Marriage,  or  when
one's children marry.

The rabbi could be busy full-time,
just   seeing   people.   Hearing   their
personal    situations.    Often,    more
than    one    session    is,    of   course,
necessary.

Who  else  does  this?  The  doctor,
bank  manager,   counsellor   (if  one
has     `a     problem')     perhaps     the
employment   office,   or   vocational
guidance.  But  where  does  one,  and
with  whom,  speak  about  oneself as
a whole person?

Of     course,      the      rabbi      and
synagogue   provide   certain   oppor-
tunities:  services,  committees,  adult
education,  but some people want or
need more.

This  may  have  to  be  paid  for.
Partly because it goes  beyond what
can   be   provided   from   synagogue
subscriptions,   partly  because  there
is  plenty  of  evidence  that  payment
(of whatever sort) is related to com-
mitment and partly because the rab-
bi,   too,   needs   assurance   that   the
work has sufficient meaning.

What  are  the  implications  of  all
this?

In  Finchley  Reform  Synagogue,
there   are   approximately   eighteen
hundred     people,     including     the
children:    about   as   many   as   the
Falkland  Islanders.

This  work  cannot  be   `fitted  in'
together    with    the    other    multi-
tudinous      expectations      of      the
modern   Reform   rabbi.    There   is
some   acknowledgement   now   that
there  is  a  `crisis'  in  the  rabbinate,
and this may well be especially con-
nected  with  the  constant  demands
for  almost  instantaneous  attention
from   members   and   others,   from
committees  and  groups.  Rabbinical
work  often  lacks  focus  and  direc-
tion,  is Without boundaries,  and the
rabbi works,  for good and ill,  quite
without management. The approach
outlined here would not suit all rab-

bis,   and  would  demand  a  radical
rethinking if a congregation were to
wish to adopt it. How would a year-
ly  appointment  with  the  rabbi  be
managed?  How  much  time,  energy
and resources would it take up, with
all    the    implications    for    follow-
through?

What  would  be  the  result  if  the
equivalent energy of that devoted to
the Falklands, measured in terms of
the time, money and resources, were
devoted  to  Finchley  Reform  Syna-
gogue,   that   is   the   needs   of  each
member       recognised,        mutually
assessed   and   worked   with?   How
many people would be necessary to
work alongside this one,  small con-
gregation?  Is  this  a  dream  -  or  a
nightmare?

It is, in either case,  fantasy, but a
way of contrasting the `crisis' theory
of intervention  with  a  developmen-
tal       model.        Jewish       tradition
underlines  a  development  model  of
human  growth   with  teaching   and
learning   seen   as   necessary   at   all
times and not merely to cure or pre-
vent  sickness  or demons  or ill-luck.

The  rabbi,  or  teacher,  therefore,
is  a symbol  of health or wholeness,
or   holiness,   (the   words,   in   their
origin are the same),  and turning to
the rabbi does not imply failure or a
`crisis'  situation:  if  anything  it  has

been  a  sign  of  strength,  optimism
and  growth.   This  is  not  the  case,
generally,  with  the  doctor,  lawyer,
bank   manager   or   counsellor,   to
whom  people turn  when  something
is  `wrong'.

In this apparently irreligious  age,
it is extraordinary that so many peo-
ple  do  expect  so  much  from  their
rabbis     and    there    is     something
positive in this,  if the rabbis can be
trained to hear and understand what
is  being  asked,  and  how  they  can
really help.

The   world   is   full   of  suffering,
pain and frustration, which can pro-
vide   the   roots   of   creativity.    As
Heimler has taught,  if people know
`for what' they can put up with any
`how'.  Or,  as Levi Yitzchak of Ber-
'ditchev  said:  `It  is  not  why  I  suffer

that   I   wish   to   know,   but   only
whether I suffer for your sake'..`This
must   be   at  the  heart   of  rabbinic
work..
Rabbi Jeffrey Newman wog bbm I.# Rec7d;.#g,
Berks,  in 1941.  Educated at Dulwich College,
Exeter  College,  Oxford  and  the  Leo  Baeck
College.   Since   1972   he   has  been   rabbi   Of.
Finchley  Reform  Synagogue.  Consultant  to
West .Central:  Counselling  and  Community
Research.
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BOOKS

THE

HIJACKING

OF

BAR KOKHBA'S
LEGEND

bv Michael
Pinto-Duschinsky

The  Bar  Kokhba  Syndrome:   Risk
and      Realism      in      International
Politics.   By   Yehoshafat   Harkabi,
Rasse/   Books,    Chappaqua,    New
York,  S15.95.

IT IS A REFLECTION ON THEState    of    Israeli    society    that
Israelis    find    it    impossible    to

discuss events that happened 18 cen-
turies   ago   without  bitterness.   77!e
Bar  Kokhba  Syndrome,  ai  transhar
tion of a book that first appeared in
Hebrew,   is   not   mainly   about   a
revolt  against  the  Romans;  it  con-
cerns  the  current  debate  about  the
West  Bank and the Lebanon.

Supporters of Mr.  Begin and Mr.
Shamir revere Bar Kokhba as a hero
and    an    example.     The    Zionist-
Revisionist        youth        movement,
BETAR,     is     named     after     Bar
Kokhba's ancient stronghold. In the
1930s   and   1940s,   BETAR   was   a
principal  recruiting  ground  for  Mr
Begin's   terrorist   organisation,   the
Irgun,  and  Mr  Shamir's  assassina-
tion squad, the Stern Gang. In Israel
today,      school-teachers      are     en-

couraged by the Ministry of Educa-
tion    to    venerate    Bar    Kokhba's
memory  (p.  104).  From  the  kinder-
garten onwards,  children are taught
songs  and  legends  about  the  hero:
how,  for instance,  he  fought  a lion
in a Roman arena,  successfully kill-
ing  the lion  and  escaping  in  time to
join   his   troops   at   Betar   (p.   103).
Had it not been for treachery within
the   Jewish   camp   -   the   young
Israelis     are     instructed     -     Bar
Kokhba   might   permanently   have
overcome   Rome   and   rebuilt   the
Temple in Jerusalem.

The  author  o[  The  Bar  Kokhba
S);#c7rome takes a different view. He
deplores  the  myth-making  about  a
figure  whose   bravery  was   accom-
panied  by  foolhardiness  and  whose
actions ultimately led to tragedy for
the   Jews.   After   some   early   sue-
cesses,   the   rebellion   was   crushed.
Some  580,000  Jews  were  killed  by
the   Romans   in   the   process.   If  a
lesson can be drawn from history, it
is that latter-day Bar Kokhbas could
cause   a   similar   disaster.   All   too
many Jews have been misled by `the
lure    of    unrealism',     argues    the
author.   Israel's   victory  in   the   Six
Day  War  has  encouraged  the  fan-
tasy  that  Israel  can  absorb  the  oc-
cupied territories and that it can af-
ford  to  disregard  the  wishes  of the
United States.

The most significant aspect of this
book    is    that    it    comes    from    a
distinguished   Israeli   who,   till   the
early  1970s,  was  known  as  one  of
the  country's  leading  hawks.   This
shows that worries about Israel's ag-
gressive    policies    now    reach    the
highest     levels     of     the     nation's
military   and   intellectual   establish-
ment.    Yehoshafat    Harkabi    is    a
former  major-general.  After  rising
to    the    position    of    Director    of
Military   Intelligence   he   became   a
professor at the Hebrew University,
where  he  is  an  expert  on  Arab  af-
fairs,  strategy,  guerilla warfare and
nuclear policy.

His objections to recent Israeli ac-
tions    are    not    based    on    moral
grounds, nor on a rosy view of Arab
intentions.   He   condemns   the  new
expansionism         for         pragmatic
reasons.   Harkabi  writes  that  he  is
`motivated   by   hawkish   considera-

tions ,          perhaps          even          by
Machiavellian  jzcc7/po/j.//.k.   For  me
there  is  only  one  goal  -  how  to
achieve the best settlement for Israel
- or, more accurately, the least evil
one.,  (p.   166).

Strategic    criteria    lead    him    to
criticise  the  Likud  philosophy  as  a
fantasy  that  endangers  the  Jewish
state.  Although  Harkabi  is  all  too
aware  of  the  dangers  of  an  Israeli
withdrawal from the West Bank and
Gaza,   he   considers   they   are   out-
weighed by the dangers of a perma-
nent  occupation.  Moreover,  Israeli
intransigence is producing deep rifts
within  Jewry  itself.   Harkabi  views
with   dismay  the   `primitization   of
political thinking among a large seg-
ment of the Jewish population':

`A   demagogic   leadership   mani-

pulates  instincts  and  fears,  con-
cealing  some  threats  while  bran-
dishing  others  ...  Thus  an  Israeli
leader gains enormous popularity
if he  resorts  to  abusive  calumny
against foreign leaders,  as people
rejoice that he has  `fixed  them'.'
(pp.   177-78)
It  is  tempting  and  comforting  to

believe  that  the  problems  discussed
by  Harkabi  have been eased  by Mr
Begin's  departure  from  the  Israeli
premiership. Unfortunately, the Bar
Kokhba  Syndrome  survives  as  his
poisonous  legacy  and  it  would  be
wrong,    in   my   view,    for   British
Jewry to ignore or to downplay the
warnings  of this important and dis-
turbing book.

Harkabi    makes    several    points
relevant  to  current  debates   in  the
Anglo-Jewish community.

I.     He  condemns  the  techniques
by which  critics of recent  Israeli ac-
tions   are   bludgeoned   and   regrets
that     `any    opposition    to     Israeli
policies   is   attributed   either   to   ig-
norance   (we   have   to   `explain'   to
them)  or  to  base  motive  (they  are
anti-Semitic).'  (p.   178).

2.     `The behaviour of Israel inits
hold over the West Bank and Gaza'
has      unwittingly      encouraged      a
growth of anti-Semitism around the
world.  (p.   173).

3.     The   devastation   caused   by
the  Israeli  invasion  of the  Lebanon
was real and not just an impression
caused    by    misreporting    in    the
Western      media:       `The      civilian
population    of   Lebanon    incurred
much suffering and many casualties
as  cities became battlefields ....  The
media  alone  cannot  be  faulted,  as
some Israeli spokesmen maintained.
Israeli  soldiers  themselves  carry bit-
ter   memories   and   some   have   ex-
pressed  them.'  (p.   183).

4.     It   is   incumbent   on   Israelis
and  on  diaspora  Jews  to  speak  out
against policies that threaten to turn
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Israel  into  a  `vindictive,  militaristic
state'.  (pp.184,186).

5.     He implies that, for the long-
term  good  of  Israel,   Jews  should
pressure other governments - par-
ticularly that of the USA - to take
a tougher line against Israeli expan-
sionism.     `1    confess,'     writes    the

former Israeli general,  `that over the
last   years    I    found   myself   in   a
Kafkaesque   predicament,   wishing,
for   the   sake   of   Israel,   an   early
Israel-United States crisis in order to
prevent a later rupture which would
be  much  more  damaging,  perhaps
irreparable.'|

Michael             Pinto-Duschinsky,             M.A. ,
D.Phil.(Oxon) is on the academic staJ:f of the
Department     of    Government     in     Brune[
University.

NOW JEWS MUST
FATHOM CHRISTIANITY

bv Isaac Levy

The    Future    Of   Jewish-Christian
Relations.  Edited  by  Dr.   Norman
H.  Thompson  and  Rabbi  Bruce  K.
Coke, Character Research Press, 2;66
State  Street,   New  York   12305,  pp
280  $8.95

THIS  VOLUME  OF  ESSAYS
and   addresses   is   virtually   a
FesfchrJ/I   in   honour   of   the

Rev.  Dr.  Lee  Belford  on  his  retire-
ment  from the Faculty of Religious
Education at New York University.
For nearly three decades he worked
assiduously to  promote racial  unity
and   inter-faith   understanding,   co-
operating   closely   with   the   Anti-
Defamation  League  of  B'nai  Brith
whilst   chairing   the   committee   on
Jewish-Christian    relations    in    the
Episcopal  Diocese of New York.

The subjects covered in this book
are  obviously  orientated  to  condi-
tions  in  the  USA  but  it  would  re-
quire  no  stretch  of the imagination
to  see their  applicability to  the UK.
The    roots    and    sources    of   anti-
semitism     recognise     no     national
borders  nor  is  the possibility of im-
proving   Jewish-Christian   relations
geographically    limited.    Hence    in
discussing    ways    and    means    of
removing the stigmas inherited from
the past,  these essays have universal
significance.

No    enlightened    thinker    would
deny    that    the    doctrines    of   the
Church  have  much  to  answer  for.
The   `Teaching   of   Contempt',   as
Jules   Isaac   described  it,   has   been
perpetuated    throughout    the    cen-
turies.   Judaism   was   denigrated,   a
collective  guilt  Was  imputed  to  the
Jewish   people   and   a   permanent
punishment    was    decreed    against

them  for their  denial of the  Christ.
Religious       obloquy,       theological
anathema and clerical polemic were
constant.  There  seemed  little  hope
that  these  two  monotheistic  faiths
would ever  find  a harmonious rela-
tionship.

It   required   a   world   shattering
event,    cataclysmic   in   its   propor-
tions,   to  create  an  atmosphere  of
self-consciousness and this is shown
in the after effects of the Holocaust.
In no small measure the credit is due
to   the   saintly   Pope   John   XXIII
whose influence dominated  Vatican
11   and   the   production   of  IVosfr¢
4c/crzc  in  1965.  In  spite  of  the  op-
position  of some of the  Bishops at-
tending   the    Council    the    official
statement  roundly condemned anti-
semitism  and  categorically  refuted
the charge of deicide which  for cen-
turies  had  been  levelled  against  the
whole of the Jewish  people.

Unprecedented  as  this   Conciliar
statement  was  and valuable as were
the Guidelines subsequently produc-
ed   in   1975,   one   serious   omission
caused   no   small   measure   of  con-
cern.   No   reference   was   made   in
either   document   to   the   State   of
Israel  or  the  role  it  plays  in  Jewish
religious    and    national   sentiment.
Papal  recognition  of the State's ex-
istence  was  eagerly  awaited  but  the
hope  was  un fulfilled.   As   a  result,
one    contributor    to    this    volume
records  the  unfortunate  remarks  of
a theologian who deemed the State's
creation  as   `a  pervers:e  act   of  de-
fiance hurled at the Almighty by an
unredeemed      and      unredeemable
people',   whereas,   by  contrast,   the
author  professes  that   `4m   y/.src7e/
Cfecrj.  (The  people  of  Israel  lives)  is

the Jewish people's affirmation that
they  communicate  to  all  humanity
their      indomitable      will     to      be
themselves'.    It   is   the   latter   view
which   is   echoed   by   several   con-
tributors, one of whom even goes so
far as to suggest that the creation of
Israel after the Holocaust is a form
of latter-day revelation which could
be seen by Christians as a parallel to
the   Crucifixion   and  the  Resurrec-
tion.

When,  however,  consideration  is
given to the wider sphere of Jewish-
Christian  relations  and  the  manner
in  which  adherents  of  both  faiths
can form a united front one subject
comes    readily    to    mind:    human
rights  and  all that is  implied  by the
dignity of the human personality.  It
should be self-evident that a greater
awareness  of the demands  of social
justice   could   and   should   cement
relations.  Although the term  `social
justice'  is a neologism introduced in
the  mid  l9th  century,  its  roots  are
traceable   to   the   prophetic   legacy
which the authors of the Gospels in-
herited.   For   a   long   period   basic
semantic  differences  existed  in  that
the   Church   neglected   the   Hebrew
prophets and substituted Hellenistic
theories in its doctrines. But a return
to  Hebraic sources  is  now visible as
the  Church  adopts  them  in    socio-
economic  terms  in  its  concern  for
the downtrodden and the alleviation
of the distressed.

The more one ponders the radical
steps that must be taken to ensure a
healthy  relationship  betweeen  Jews
and    Christians,    as    presented    by
nearly   all  the  contributors   to   this
book,  the more one is  struck  by an
obvious    imbalance.    The    onus    is
placed upon the Church to mend its
ways,      rather     than      upon      the
Synagogue.  This  is  understandable
perhaps  because  the  one  has  been
the    long-suffering    victim    of   the
other.

What   then   is   expected   of   the
Church as here presented? The tasks
are formidable.  Basic attitudes must
be    changed    resulting    from    fun-
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damental  corrections  to  the  Chris-
tian    presentation    of    Jews    and
Judaism. A new commentary would
have to be written to accompany the
lectionaries used by the Church. The
Passion   story   read   during   Holy
Week,  the` whitewashing  of  Pilate
who  is  described  as reluctant to  ex-
ecute   Jesus   and   only   does   so   on
Jewish  insistence,  the  misrepresen-
tation  of  the  Pharisees  and  similar
passages in the New Testament can-
not be expunged  or be subjected to
editorial  modification,  but,  as  one
author  suggests,  they  could  be  ex-
plained in the light of contemporary
conditions.

Another   submission   is   that   the
Church  must  no  longer  arrogate to
itself  the  superiority  which  claims
exclusive   means    of   salvation.    It
must   reject   on   principle   all   mis-
sionary efforts directed to Jews, but
rather  regard   Jews   as   co-heirs   of
God's  promises  and  not  a  `rejected
people'.  Special attention should be
given to  text  books  used  in  colleges
and  schools  in which  Judaism  is  so
often presented negatively as though
Judaism    were    a    `dead    religion'
superseded by a living Christianity.

In spite of this glaringly one-sided
approach,  Jews  cannot  be  entirely
exonerated from adopting their own
negative stance. An attitude to Jesus
which  is  positive  could  be  adopted
without betraying a sense of princi-
ple.   The  Jesus  of  history,   though
not   of   faith   as,  conveyed   by   the
Church,  depicted  by  Geza  Vermes
and   Pinchas   Lapide,   was  without
doubt   a   full   blooded   Jew   in   his
hope,   his   eschatology,   his   Jewish
ethos, his trust in God, his messianic
impatience and in his Jewish suffer-
ing.     Christianity     needs     to     be
understood  by  Jews.  They  have  to
realise that it is not homogeneous, it
speaks  with  many  voices  and  con-
tains   a   variety   of   approaches   to
faith   and   doctrine.   There   is   no
unanimity  among  the  ranks  of  its
clergy or its hierarchy in matters af-
fecting theology or ordination.

If, in the final analysis, an honest
and open dialogue is to be establish-
ed,  as  is  the  hope  of all  those who
work in the field of inter-faith rela-
tions,  then,  to  quote -another  con-
tributor,   it   must   be   agreed   that
`Christians  and  Jews  interpret  and
confess in different ways their faith
in the One God who reveals himself
in  history  ....   In  the  face  of  such
common   ground   as   well   as   dif-
ferences,    the    encounter    between
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Christians   and   Jews   must  not  be
confined  to  a  mere  social  meeting
....   the   more   open   and   intensive
such an encounter will be,  the more
candidly  can  we  discuss  that  which
separates the two groups'.I

The Rev. Dr. Isaac Levy, 0.B.E.  wcrs born J.#
Loridon in 1910. He has served as Director of
the   Jewish   National   Fund   in   Britain,   and
minister  of  the  Hampstead  and  Hampstead
Garden  Suburb  United  Synagogues.  He  has
also   served   as   Senior   Jewish   Chaplain   to
H.M.    Forces.    Among   his   six   books   are
`Guide  to  Passover'  and  `All  About  Israel.'

II.LIICS

LI,LIEL

RELIGION IS A RUM BUSI-
ness.  It's  rum  because  its  end
product   is   so   odd   -   the

knowledge   of   God   or   goodness.
What  sort  of a  business  is  it  which
can   manufacture   things   like   that
and they are not even things? This is
what makes it look so funny.  There
are  all  these  impressive  buildings,
which  look  as  solid`as  banks,  and
their   real    foundations    are   what
Moses  thought he saw in  a burning
bush, or a nightmare of Jacob, or a
still  small  voice  which  only  Elijah
heard. Would he have got through a
psychological test,  I wonder?

The    foundations    seem    so    in-
substantial at times, so `see through'
in  fact that  most  people  in  religion
get uneasy with their own business,
including me. All of us involved are
in a dilemma.

On the one hand we want God in
our  lives,  or  suppose we  do,  or  are
supposed to do.  On the other hand,
we would like to keep Him in a box
like  a biscuit,  or  like  a  canary  in  a
cage. When He chirps too loud (that
still small voice) we can then go and
keep Him quiet and then get on with
our  business.  So  we want  Him  and
don't  want  Him  at  the  same  time,
and this gives a strange ambiguity to
our work.

Lots  of  people  wag  their  heads,
and   say  reprovingly  that  religious
organisations      let     them      down.
`They',  whoever  `they'  are,  are not

pious      enough,      or      committed
enough, or whatever enough.  `They'
aren't, it seems, what `they' used to
be.

Now  I   don't  go   for  this   `they'
business.  Yes,  organi3ed  religion  is
ambiguous,  because  we  are  all  am-
biguous.  We  do  want  God  in  our
lives   quite  sincerely,   but  we  even
more   sincerely   want   Him   to   go
along with what we want.  Religion,
with  a  big  R,  I  submit  can  give  us
what we want. The ambiguity in it is
the reflection of our own ambiguous
desires.    We   get   what   we   want.
Though of course when we get it we
don't like it, and like all very human
beings we  don't  accept liability and
say it's  `they'  who  are at  fault.

In  this  strange  business,  the  im-
portant thing is not to go after false
god, just because the True God is so
difficult  to  pin  down.  Just  because
we  have  to  wait  for  the  truth,  it  is
important not to confuse it with half
truths and lies.

What  are  false  gods?   Well  they
don't  make  idols  like they  used to.
The  images  in  churches  or  temples
are not idols in the old sense either,
though  they  may  at  times  look  like
them. The false idols are much more
subtle.   One   very  powerful   one   is
public  opinion,  or  the  lowest  com-
mon    denominator    of    a    crowd.
Idolatry  is  preferring  mass  opinion
to  the  still  small  voice  inside  you.
The prophets never got security with
all  their  prayers,   but  they  did  get
courage   to   say  the   truth   as   they
knew   it.    The   pursuit   of   success`
makes  cowards  of us  all.  I  am  not
saying  this  in  a judgmental  way.  It
affects  us  all.

Fortunately for me, I have known
a number  of true people in my life.
After   the   funeral   of   my   teacher
Rabbi Werner Van der Zyl, I sat in a
cafe and thought of him,  and those
like him.  He was willing to out on a
limb   for   people.    He   didn't   ask
`what's in it for me?'  He listened in-

stead to his own still small voice. He
was   generous   and   human,   and   I
learnt from him one most important
thing.   There   is   no   substitute   for
God.I

Rabbi  Lionel  BIue  !.s  co#venor  o/ rAc  BcfA
Din of the Reform Synagogues of Great Bri-
tain.  He  is  the  author  of  `To  Heaven  With
Scribes  And  Pharisees'  and  of  `A  Backdoor
to Heaven'.  He writes a cookery  column for
the  Catholic  weekly  `The  Universe'.  A  fre-
quent broadcaster, he is a regular contributor
to Radio 4's `Thought for the Day'.
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A SNAP REACTION
TO HEAVEN
by Raphael Loewe

A SATISFACTORY ADDRESS            A  caution  is  first  necessary.  As
to midrashic texts makes con-
siderable    demands    on    the

reader.     Whilst    there    are    some
passages  in  which  the  limpidity  of
expression  and  dramatic  genius  of
the exegete carry one along however
compressed    the    language,    others
may    resemble    a    press-reporter's
notes   of,   say,   a   sports   meeting,
which he expects his sub-editor to be
able to interpret and if necessary fill
in   with   the   necessary   `copy'.   We,
the   readers,    are   assumed    to   be
steeped      in      the      writer's      own
background   and  to   command  the
empathy   necessary   to   call   to   life
what  his  own  brevity  encapsulates
by  recreating  from  it  the  situation
which  prompted  it.  Does  the  com-
ment  reflect  the  atmosphere  of the
beth  ha-medrash  als  lecture-hall  or
seminar-room?   Or   the   synagogue
and pulpit, with possibly a large and
mixed   congregation?   Or   the   law-
courts?  Or  the  market-place?  Or  a
kind   of   `senior   common   room',
where   representatives   of   different
faiths  and  disciplines  meet  and  af-
ford  mutual  stimulus  amid  condi-
tions of tolerance and respect?

The      following      extract      from
Bereshith  Rabbah (4, 7)  on Genesis
I,   8,    `God   called   the   firmament
heaven   /sAc7mcr)Jz.in/'  offers   a  good
example.  It is also a reminder of the
value   of   inviting   one's   class   -
whether   at   kindergarten   or   in   a
philosophy    seminar    -    to    write
down   their  immediate  reaction  to
the  mention  of  a  significant  word.
What  is  your  snap  reaction  to  the
mention  of Heaven?

digested   into   the   shorthand   form
characteristic  of  the  midrashic  col-
lections,   the   exegesis   of  the  word
sA¢m¢};J.in   appears   to   be   obsessed
with    etymology,    or    rather    folk-
etymology:  there is  here,  of course,
no   appeal   to   comparative   semitic
philology  and  lexicography  such  as
a  mediaeval  scholar  like  Abraham
ibn Ezra might have employed.  But
we   cannot   suppose   that   we   are
listening  in  to  a  kind  of  television
word-game in which competitors of-
fer  derivations,  the  object  being  to
produce   suggestions   that   vie   with
each  other  in  far-fetched  phantasy.
No:  surely the starting-point is what
each   contributor  feels   is  the  most
significant thing, or the most impor-
tant  question  to  ask  about  heaven,
and the pseudo-etymological  `dress-
ing'  is merely to  accommodate that
interest  to  the  conventions  of  one
mode  of  scriptural  exegesis.  So  let
us    translate    the    passage,    inter-
polating        explanation        between
square brackets[].

God      called      the      firmament
`Ae¢ve# ' /sfe¢}Jcr}Jz.in/.  Rab  [i.e. Abba

Arekha,  3rd century C.  E.]  said,  [as
if  for]  [e]sfe-mo);f.in,   combining  esfe
=  //.re and m¢);i.in  =  wo/er.  [Rab's
main   concerns   were  halakhic   and
humane,   so   that  scientific  interest
might seem a surprising priority. No
doubt it relates to the circumstances
that   Gc#.   I   offers   an   account  of
physical  origins,  albeit  expressed  in
pictorial           and           non-scientific
language.       And       since      western
science,   with  its  postulation  of  the
four   elements   earth,   air,   fire   and

water,  had  something  to  say,   Rab
might have felt it relevant to explain
Ge#eLs'/.s  in  terms  that  would  admit
of   its    congruence    with    scientific
thinking] .

Rabbi   Abba   bar   Kahana   said,
quoting Rab: the Holy One,  Blessed
be  He  took  fire  (=   es¢)  and  water
(=    mcrj;;.in)   and   worked   them   up
together  [as  if making  a  cake],  and
the   result   was   s'fe¢marj;j.in,   fecc7vc#.
[The  impersonal  language  of Rab's
atomic   statement   is   imaginatively
pictorialised, in order to render it of
a piece with Gc#.  2 rather than Ge#.
I ,  in  which results  are all attributed
to    God's    merely    `saying'    -    a
metaphysical    rendering    transcen-
dent  of  the  Deity  that  itself  invites
comparison    with    the    impersonal
tone of the natural  sciences].

Alternatively,   it   is   to   be   noted
that   the   letters   sA;.#,    men,   j;oc7,
men   admit  of  other  vocalisations
than   sAalm¢}J;.in.   The   combination
could    be    read    as   sAc7mJ.#    [from
sAz/in,   to   estimate,   assess]   -   the
heavens are the assessors of people's
actions.  If  one  is  meritorious,  then
`the  heavens  declare  his  righteous-

ness'   [Ps.   97,   6,   where  in  context
sJ.dq#o     really     refers     to     God's
righteousness];  but  if not,  then  `the
heavens reveal his sin'  (/ob 20,  27.)
Is      this      alternative      Rab's,      or
another's? Note that priority is here
given     to     theistically     sanctioned
ethics   over   physics   -   a   position
reminiscent    of   that    adopted    by
Philo  as  against  Stoicism].

Or     again,      [they     are     called]
s'Ac}mcrj;/.in  because  people  are  filled
by    them    with    [almost]    appalled
puzzlement                   [m;.sfe/omemj.in..
5'fe¢mcrm     basically    means    to     be
c7eso/c7/e,   or  recoil  in  appalment  at
desolation],  so  that  they  say,  `what
are they made of? Are they fire? Are
they water?  Is any answer possible?'
[The  last  phrase  renders  !.f"afec7  +`be  czmcrzecJ',   almost   a  literary  ex-

clamation  mark.  We  are  here  back
at    the    frontier    of    physics    and
metaphysics,     and    the    sense    of
unease that besets many an enquirer
in face of the vastness of the scale of
the cosmos and of the inscrutability
of its  explanation.]

Rabbi Phineas said,  quoting Rab-
bi Levi, when [the author of Ps.  104
came along,  he appreciated that the
material of the heavens was a matter
of  enquiry,  and  indicated  his  view
by stating that God]'lays the beams
of his upper chambers in the waters'
(Ps.   104'  3).
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Shamayim  suggests  sammin  |=
drugs and dyes derived from plants.
The pun is seen to be less forced if it
be  remembered  that  there  is  some
evidence  that  the  pronunciation  of
sfez.#  and  sj.#  was  not  differentiated
in  Hebrew  in  late  antiquity].  Some
[vegetable]    dye-stuffs    are    green,
some red,  some black,  some  white.
Even  so,  the  colour  of the  heavens
changes.   lone  must  presume  that
whoever  offered  this  comment  was
concerned,  first and  foremost,  with
aesthetics;  he  was  perhaps  himself
an artist who  found his inspiration,
as  Constable  did,  in the everchang-
ing  skies].

Rabbi Isaac said s/#/¢m¢);j.in is to
be  explained  as   [a  word  of  com-
mand],   `hold  the  water!'   [s'a',   im-
perative of #czs¢'  =  carr}J],  or  `take
the  weight  of the  water!'  It  is  like
milk in a pan; until a drop of curdl-
ing  agent  has  been  introduced,  the
milk  shimmers,  but  once  that  has
occurred    it    congeals    and    ceases
movement.  Just so,  [since the crea-
tion  of  the  heavens  is  referred  to
already  in  the  narrative  of the  first
day,  Ge#.I,I,  it is to be presumed
that at first]  `the pillars ('crmm2/dej;)
of heaven quivered'  (JoZ) 26,  11) -
[a text which can be made with little
manipulation  to  yield  the meaning]
`the   heavens   stood   still   ('flrmec7#)

[that        had        previously       been]
quiver[ing]',    once    the    coagulant
matter  had  been  inserted  in  them.
And  so  `it  was  evening  and  morn-
ing, a sc,cond day' - corresponding
to  Rab's  assertion  that  on  the  first
day the heavens were in liquid form,
and  on  the  second  they  formed  a
congealed   skin.    [This   attempt   at
model-making   for   physical   theory
may  not  be  very  convincing,  but  it
does tell  us  something about Rabbi
Isaac. When I was at school I read a
description    by    a    French    writer
whose  name  I  cannot  recall  of  the
typical   English   aristocrat,    whose
normal   accomplishments   included
the  capacity  to   talk  in   a  learned
manner  about  the  technicalities  of
cheese-making.   Was   Rabbi   Isaac,
perhaps,  a cheesemonger by profes-
sion? ] I

Raphael Loewe, MC., /.s Go/c7smJ.d Pro/essor
of  Hebrew  ai   University  College,   London.
Born   in   Calcutta   in   1919   and   author   of
`Women  in  Judaism'  and  `Omar  Khayyam'

(in Hebrew) he is an elder of the Spanish and
Por[ugese  Synagogue.
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LETTEns
Or dodos, 9ancts and

rabbis
Sir'

It would seem from the last issue
that  both  artists  and  rabbis  have  a
lot   in   common.   They   both   offer
commodities  which  the  community
likes   to   price   above   rubies,   but
which no-one is actually prepared to
value  above  the  going  rate   for  a
video recorder.

Everyone  likes  to  know  they  are
both around - visit the odd gallery,
listen to the odd sermon;  content to
be  on  the  receiving  end  of  all  that
commitment and energy - after all,
artists  and  rabbis  have  a  vocation
don't they?

Taxi-drivers   may   have   a   poor
career  structure,  but  have  you  ever
had a free ride in a cab? If the public
would like rabbis and artists to con-

centrate    on    higher    things    than
money,    may   I   suggest   that   the
public  could  undertake  much  more
responsibility     for     the     financial
burden.

Unless  of course  e/eryone  would
prefer to  cling to the whimsical no-
tion  of both  professions  producing
their  best  in  the  `unheated  garret'
while the real thing passes out of our
existence and joins the dodo.

NIKKI ABRAMSON
(Tapestry weaver) ,
Park Avenue,
Hull'
Yorks.

Sir'

A .  .  . of rabbis? (Issue 3 page 4).

A    Reverence          Rampage
Riot                    Ragout
Revel                   Rep ent ance
Rabble                Rebellion
Revolt                 Rumination  i

WANDA & JOHN COHEN
and FAMILY,
London N.W.11.

Morals v. rituals
Sir,

I have now received the third issue
of your magazine and your editorial
really sums up any thinking person's
view   of   religion   in   general,   and
especially Judaism.

Coming   from   an   extremely   or-
thodox  background  my  whole  at-
titude  to  the  religion,   as  I  saw  it
practised,  was  one of distaste.  Peo-
ple seemed dominated by the rituals
and totally devoid of any moral at-
titude.

I   decided   quite   deliberately   to
throw  out  the  rituals  and  bring  my
children  up  according  to  the  Ten
Commandments.  Little did I realise
how much this would  affect my at-
titudes  and  behaviour  in  times  of
heartbreak and stress in the years to
Come.

By  a stroke  of fate,  I  was  drawn
into  the  Reform  religion  and  one
particular  rabbi  totally  swept  away
certain  views  I  had  held  for  years.
The  whole  outlook  was  so  humane
and   one  was  treated   with   respect
regardless    of    financial    offerings
which  in  my  case  at  one  point  was
minimal. The general demeanour of

the congregation during the services
was how I considered the synagogue
should  be  approached  during  wor-
ship and this gave me much food for
thought.

Now my daughters have grown to
womanhood and  I  have to  say they
know  very  little  of the  rituals,  but,
as human beings I am exceptionally
proud.

Many  parents  under  the  Reform
banner or even without any religion
at all, have children who also reflect
this   attitude.   Obviously,   the   Or-
thodox community would reject this
entirely  but,  what  is  the  answer  to
the youth of North West London in
certain areas who  are now  `running
wild'.  They have seen the hypocrisy
of their parents and naturally rebel.
Who can blame them?

It   staggers   me   that   whilst   the
rabbis   confer   about   doctrines   the
real issues are being ignored and no
solutions  are being offered.

CYNTHIA KRIEGER
Hill Top,
London  N.W.11.
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POHMS by
AnthonyFagin

NOsES

Nasal surgery is no longer
the last resort of a few.
Before submitting to it
some slander their noses;
others bask uneasily
in the hesitant admiration
of friends with regular noses
who have pointed out
its aristocratic qualities:
a Roman nose.
Dreams are encrusted
with images of snub-
and impudently pug-noses:
a well-proportioned face,
the unremarkable neighbour,
a crowd's face,
an unnoticed face.
A desperate few who cannot face
the scalpel
have gone to the lengths
of giving up breathing
altogether.

DIS-EASE

Thinking dialectically
to shape his  critique of society
Marx tried to make sense of history.

Freud tried analytically
to      redeem      us      from      private
pathology.
Perhaps they were searching
desperately for a remedy
because both were of a race
that suffers severely
from history.

SHABBAT

In silence                  Not much more
the candles               than an hour
drip tears                  they glow
flicker                        and yet
finally                        they seal
expire                         our survival

Anthony  Fagin   tws  born   r.#   Cape   row#,
South Africa  in  1950.  He came to  Britairi in
1973.   He  is  a.teacher  and  counsellor.   His
poems   have  been  published   in   the   ]owish
Chronicle's  Literary Supplement,  fAe Jewish
Q_ua,Iterly,  and  the  South  Af rican  magazirle
Contrast.
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GOLDBERG

CONFINED TO A HOSPITALbed recently for a minor' oper-
ation,  land  too  ana7es'thetised

to  consider  the  implications  of the
Get Well Soon resolution passed by
my  Synagogue  Council,   eleven  to
eight with three abstentions,  I fflled
the time reading  voraciously.  Since
a hospital  day begins  at 6  a.in.  for
no  discernible  reason  save  the  con-
venience of NUPE staff, and since I
become  ever  more  convinced  that
Norman Mailer is right in his asser-
tion that television  causes  cancer,  I
passed      long,      blissfully-uninter-
rupted  hours  in  the  most  concen-
tratedly-sustained   spell   of  reading
since  I  finished  all  of Marcel  Pro-
usit:s  Remembrance  of Things Past
one university vacation many years
ago and was promptly carted off to
a cork-lined cell.

For       review       purposes,       not
pleasure,  I  read Noam  Chomsky's,
The  Fatoful  Triangle:   The  United
States,  Israel  and  the  Palestinians.,
and   for   intended   pleasure   which
turned  into  a  chore,  Philip  Roth's
two most recent novels,  Z2/ckerm¢#
Unbound     ernd     The     Anatomy
I,esso#.   They   are   both   plaintive,
self-pitying     laments     about     the
hostility  faced  by  a  Jewish  author
who   has   written   a   phenomenally
successful book that is deemed to let
the side down - in short,  a thinly-
disguised reworking  of Roth's  own
experie.nee   after   Porf#oj;'s   Co„
plaint.

Reading Roth, though,  helps one
to understand Chomsky.  Both men
have  faced  the  fury  of  the  great
American  Jewish  public,  Roth  for
knocking the Jewish family,  Chom-
sky   for   knocking   Israel.   Anyone
who has been denounced simultane-
ously  from  two  thousand  pulpits,
blacklisted   by   B'nai   Brith,    con-
demned   by   the   Anti-Defamation
League,  disowned by Comme#fczr);,
Leo   Rosten   and   the   Lubavitcher.
rebbe,  and  received  random  death
threats      from      several     hundred
mescfezfgge#er5',  will  not  necessarily

feel  all  that  positive  about  things
Jewish. Roth has my sympathy and
understanding.

Chomsky provokes a similar reac-
tion, from the same quarters, for his
fashionably  New  Left  hostility  to
Israel.  In fact,  he  probably  knowsi
little  more  about  the  Middle  East
than  Ken  Livingstone  or  Vanessa
Redgrave,   and  is  so  tendentiously
partisan  that  he  cannot  be  taken
seriously.   Unfortunately,   though,
when all the big guns are unlimbered
and  trained  on.him  as  though  he
were  a  new  Goebbels,  or  a  bigger
threat  than Arafat,  the  effect is  to
make  the  American  Jewish  lobby
look   ridiculous.   Also,   it  presents
Chomsky  with  the  opportunity  to
loose off a few shafts of his own, as
he  does  with  relish  in   717ze  Fc7Ze/z//
rrf¢7zg/€. I was left with the haughty
feeling   that   anyone   who   does   a
demolition job on sanctimonious Eli
Wiesel, or Norman Podhoretz, Edi-
tor   of  Comme#f¢rj;,   can't  be. all
bad.

Eighteen months ago I saw Abba
Eban  reduced  to   uncharacteristic,
probably unique, incoherence, when
it   was   suggested   to   him   that   he
should  reply  to  a  notorious  article
by   Podhoretz,    entitled   J'arccz/sc,
which   asserted   that   anyone   who
dared  to   criticise   Israel  was,   JZ7s'o
/¢cfo  and  by  definition,   an  anti-
semite.   `1  wouldn't  lower  myself',
Eban finally spluttered.

S0, WHETHER OR NOT ONEenjoys  Roth's  novels  or  agrees
with  Chomsky's  opinions,  one

must   acknowledge   that   it   needs
courage to  stand up to  the likes  of
Podhoretz and the collective ire of 5
million American Jews, in a country
where taking pot shots at people you
don't agree with is almost a right en-
shrined in the Constitution. In com-
paris6n, the few half-hearted threats
and   numerous   rude  letters   which
Chain Bermant and I have received
over the.years  are small beer.  Mind
you,  a group  fro.in Ilford  did  once
threaten to march on my synagogue
and burn it down. As it is still stan-
ding,  I  suppose they must have got
stuck  on  the North  Circular Road,
or alternatively decided by eleven to
eight,   with   three   abstentions,   to
send me a Get Well card instead. .

Rabbi David Goldberg o/ !Ac L!.bero/ /cW/.sA
Synagogue  was  one  of the  Ben  Azai  colum~
#7.s/a j.7!  /*e Jewish  Chronicle.
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the Manor House
S6ciety

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture.  Its aim is to bring a wide
range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of a
large  audience.   Regular  activities  include  concerts,  debates,  exhibitions,  drama,
seminars and lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Manor House Centre
for  Judaism,  the  largest  Jewish  centre  in  Europe.  These  facilities  include  a  bookshop,  library,
coffee-shop,  extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership also  brings advance information
about  events,   priority   booking   and  ticket  discounts  and   automatic  subscription  to  Manna.
Membership  can  be  on  either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are  modest:

Single membership
Family  membership

£8 per annum
£12  per annum

Senior citizen/student single            £6 per annum
Senior citizens  -family                     £8 per annum

Existing  subscribers to  Manna  may deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their subscription  from  the
Manor  House S66iety subscription.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Tuesday Sepl:ember 18th, 8 p.in.

'Deal Your Bread To The Hungry'

A pre-High  Holyday debate with  leading  politicians in  which  we  look at  lsaiah's famous Yom
Kippur text.'What does it mean to "deal your bread to the hungry,  let the oppressed go free,
clothe the naked and bring home the outcast poor"?

Sunday October 21st -Sunday November 4th
Art in Jewish Ritual
A major exhibition of the finest in  post-war Judaica.  Exhibition to be opened  by Lord  Gowrie,
Minister for the Arts.

SLlnday October 21st, 7.30 p.in.
The Art of the Silversmith with S"artDevrin

Sunday, October 28th, 7.30 p.in.
The Art of Stained Glass w.rth F+oman Hatter

Brochure and membership application form from:
Manor House Society,

Manor House Cent:re for Judaism,
80 East End Road, Fine.hley, London N3 2SY

Printed  by  Freedman  Bros.  (Printers)  Ltd.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London,  N.W.11.
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